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INTRODUCTION

Men and Women are the two wings of the same bird. As the bird 
cannot fly with one wing, so the society cannot be developed 
unless men and women are equally developed.

- Swami Vivekananda

India is a welfare State and according to its Constitution, men and women 

have equal rights to all State resources. Education is one of the welfare measures 

and plays an important role in bringing about gender parity. According to National 

Policy on Education (1986) revised in 1992 suggests in its Programme of Action to 

prepare a concrete action plan addressing gender related concerns. Two of the 

major concerns are girls enrolment in schools and gender issues in school 

textbooks. Though governments have taken up several intervention programmes to 

strengthen the education of the girl child, the percentage of girls in comparison to 

boys according to 2002 data in classes XI to VIII is 43.93 and in classes IX and X is 

41.44. With regard to gender issues in textbooks, it was a felt need to analyse the 

textbook as gender had been accorded significance in the curriculum review 
process.

The following pages of Focus Group Report on Gender Issues in Education of 
NCF 2005, clearly indicate the gender issues and the role of education in 
empowering girl child.

With this the programme was taken up with title “Gender issues as focused 

in NCF 2005 with reference to secondary school textbooks of Andhra Pradesh” 

in two different phases.

Phase I : The objective of Phase I workshop was to develop a format to analyse the 
textbook. The programme was held at RIE, Mysore for thee days during February 

2007. The resource persons were drawn from universities and schools of 
Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. They thoroughly studied the Focus Group Report 

on Gender Issues in Education of NCF 2005. Selected part of the report is given in 
following pages.
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f-OCU.:, GROUP REPORT <]N gender ISSUES

TN irDuC ATLo

’ vrbioJ-uc'Ji,Qkc

Gender is not a women's issue; it is a people's issue. “Feminity " does 

not exist in isolation from "masculinity". The construction and power of one 

determines the construction and power of the other. Gender relations are 

neither "natural" nor given, they are constructed to make unequal relations 

seem "natural", and can be naturalized only under the duress of socialisation, 

thus there is undue pressure on boys and girls to live up to the established 

"norms" of masculinity and femininity. While girls endure unwarranted social

control, discrimination and domination, boys too suffer from the stereotyping

that exists in a patriarchal culture. Discouraged from being emotional, gentle

or fearful they are thrust into the role of breadwinners, protectors, and 

warriors. Thus - unequal gender relations stunt the freedom of all individuals 

to develop their human capacities to their fullest. Therefore it is in the interest 

of both men and women to liberate human beings from existing relations of

gender.

The Focus Group on Gender Issues in Education started work with 

genuine appreciation of the fact that, with the selling up of a specific focus 

group devoted entirely to this issue, gender had been accorded significance in

the current curriculum review process. However, there was also discomfort

and apprehension. Discomfort that the members of the group were all women. 

And apprehension that gender concerns could be excluded by other focus 

groups from their areas of concern to be relegated solely to this group, that



once again gender could be marginalized as a "women's issue". Fortunately, 

beginnings do not always foretell the end of the story, specially not if it is a 

thought-provoking one, which is what we hope the story of gender issues in.

this curriculum review will turn out be.

In our view, gender cuts across all disciplines, is basic to the construction 

of knowledge and has pervasive and wide-ranging implications for human 

relations in general and education in particular. So we came ready to bear the 

characteristic" double burden" - this time of doing our work on the home 

ground of our own team, as well as of interacting constantly with the groups 

working on other aspects of society and culture, and on various disciplines. It 

has been hard work: from the nine page concept note on gender that we sent 

out to all the Focus Groups and the Steering Committee in the first month,

through the specific recommendations relating to the concerns of each Focus 

Group that went out in the second, to the persistent discussions at an NCERT

meeting in Delhi, and with chairpersons of Focus Groups and Steering

Committee members at their meet in Hyderabad, as well as the sustained

engagement with the drafting committee in the third month.

All this was dune in addition to holding three consultations of our own

that included sessions with local academics, activists and teachers, at the

NCER T, Delhi, the Homi Bhaba Centre for Science Education in Mumbai,

arid the School of Women's Studies at Jadavpur University, Kolkata: reaching 

out to scholars and activists across the country who have experience in issues 

of gender in a wide range of fields and disciplines, requesting their written
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inputs; and finally compiling a paper written by over 25 people, with verbal 

inputs from at least 30 more.

It has been hard work, but the responses have also given us cause for 

hope. Professor Krishna Kumar, the director of the NCERT set the intellectual

orientation of the entire review process in the direction of meaningful and

substantive transformations; this created a ground conducive to our

interventions. He not only lent full support to the efforts of this team, but also

encouraged and facilitated the initiation of dialogues on issues of gender

between members of this group and others. Chairpersons and members of 

many of the focus groups, as well as members of the steering and drafting 

committees too, engaged with us on various issues of gender relating to (he

aims of education, the construction of knowledge. Identity, learning and 

pedagogy, curriculum, teacher education, language, mathematics, health, 

habitat, work and education, early childhood education, and the education of 

SC and ST children. We hope that, just as each of these concerns have fount! 

place in our thinking, so too gender will find place in the reflections and 

recommendations of specific focus groups as well as in. the final policy

recommendations.

I he Focus Group on Gender Issues in Education comprised members from 

a wide range of backgrounds from Vadodara to Kolkata and Sitapur to 

Mysore, from education activists, rural as well as urban, to scholars from the

fields of Education, Mathematics. Science Education, Sociology, Literature 

and Women's Studies, from schoolteachers to NCERT personnel. The range of
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representation augured for extremely rich discussions, but also some hard

hitting confrontations, the import of which cannot be adequately captured in

the formal lines of a position paper, hence must find place here.

Sometimes, during our most exciting interchanges regarding contemporary

challenges and possibilities, we would find a colleague, with experience of the 

workings of rural schools in Uttar Pradesh, sitting tense in the throes of a deep 

contradiction - the expression in her eyes signaled her intellectual involvement

in the discussion, but her light lipped silence sliced right through our

impassioned exchanges. "What is the point of envisioning any of these 

possibilities, when I know that there is not even one classroom per class in the

government schools 1 know in my area? How can you expect the teacher, to

teach, or a student to learn anything in such a context?" would be the grim

question at the end of our discussion. Or, “Do you know that there are

hundreds of 'IV sets gathering dust in educational institutes in Uttar Pradesh, 

because they have not even been connected?" Or a school teacher colleague

would intervene. "Do you know how many girls in rural areas drop out of

school because it is too far, or because the teaching is so poor in the free 

government schools that it is impossible to pass without getting private 

tuition? Most parents try to pay for their boys to attend the better private 

schools, and won't fork out private tuition fees for girls even if they manage to 

spare enough for boys - after all boys are seen as the future breadwinners, so 

must be educated. So where do the girls go? To the religious schools that 

circumscribe them further within repressive gendered mores."
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At times like this we realized that none of our recommendations, if

implemented, could ensure even a basic secular education for the majority of 

girls in this country. There is absolutely no point in talking about 

transformation in textbooks and in the curriculum and pedagogy, if basic

conditions for ensuring girls' access, infrastructure and standard of education 

do not exist The fragile hope that these three months of intense deliberations, 

as well as those of the decades preceding them, will bear any relevance to the 

education, of the majority of girls in this country rests in the implementation of

our first two recommendations at the end of this paper:

1) Acce.v.s to Education for All Girls: The government must be impressed upon 

to spend more on education. Nothing short of free and quality education for 

all and the provision of accessible schools for girls in every area of the 

country, will ensure that all girls gain equal access to education.

2) Retention and Quality of Girls' Education: Government schools are 

increasingly becoming centres of poor quality education for the 

marginalized sections of society, specially girls, which in turn is connected 

to the high dropout rates of girls. Hence the infrastructure and quality’ of 

teaching in government schools must be brought up to the mark.

Another important concern that also emerged in the context of institutional

provisions was regarding the isolation of educational research and training

institutes from the significant research done in Women's Studies centers and

schools in universities, as well as from the impressive scholarship' on gender 

that is now at the forefront of almost every discipline of study in academia.
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internationally, and in India too. It is a matter of serious concern that virtually

none of this research finds any place in disciplinary education in schools. 

Hence we emphasize the importance of the following, our seventh

recommendation:

3) Integrate Input of Women's Studies Research in Textbooks, Syllabi ajid

Training: The NCERT, as well as the SCERTs in each slate, should

develop formal linkages with centres and schools of women's studies in

universities, as well as with individual scholars and activists who have

experience of working on gender issues in different disciplines. Joint 

programmes, funded by the NCERT and SCERTs, should be set up with a 

view to deriving inputs from research done in women's studies, and to

jointly preparing material., informed by a critical and pro-active approach 

to gender, for textbooks at the primary, middle and secondary levels.

Women's Studies academics and researchers should also be invited to

shape the formation of syllabi and content of different disciplines, as well

as of teacher training programmes.

Of this impressive body of women's studies scholars and activists, both 

from women's studies centers, as well as those engaged in research on gender 

in different disciplines, many have demonstrated their unstinting solidarity by 

contributing to the work on gender issues for this curriculum review process. 

We cannot thank them, for they are committed to the work of transformation 

towards a more just and equal world as much as we are. We can only place on 

record their contribution and celebrate this solidarity. No less than ten scholars
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actually contributed to this paper in writing. Their names are included in the 

list of contributors at the beginning of this paper; however, in keeping with the 

collective spirit of this work, their specific inputs have not been acknowledged 

in the relevant sections. Professor Vina Mazuindar, pioneer educationist and

scholar of the women's studies movement in India, who has continued to

inspire, urge and sustain us with her intellectual leadership for more than three

decades now, Professor Jasodhara Bagchi, founder director of one of the first

and most active Women’s Studies Schools in the country, and Malini Ghosh,

untiring feminist activist, all took time out of their busy schedules to give us 

valuable comments on the final draft of the paper. Professor Shcfali Moilra,

Director, School of Women's Studies, Jadavpur University, Kolkata and

Professor Arvind Kumar, Director, Homi Bhaba Centre for Science Education,

Mumbai, made it possible to hold consultations of the Focus Group at their 

centers. Shri Homkar, Principal, Bhinar Ashram Shala, Bhinar, hosted us 

during our visit to the Bhinar school. The following scholars, activists and 

researchers participated in our consultations: in Delhi, Anita Rarnpal, Vimala 

Rainachandran, Uma Chakravarty, Gouri Choudhury, Usha Nayar, Swati 

Awasthi, Ishani Sen, Bharati Roy Chowdhury and Prabhat; in Mumbai,

Chayanika Shah, Sonal Shukla, Nandita Gandhi, Razia Patel, Lalita

Prabhakaran, H.C. Pradhan, Arvind Kumar, Swati Mehrolra and Ritesh

Khunyakari; and in Kolkata, Sudeshna Sinha, Rita Gomes, Mina Das, Chilka

Ghosh, Shefali Moitra, Samanlak Das, Nilanjana Gupta, Malini Sur, Satya

Gopal Dcy, Janaki Nair, Nandita Ray, Sushmita Ghosh and Sonalika Ghosh.
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In Delhi, Disha Nanwani, Kashyu Gulati, Poonam Batra, Indu Agnihoiri, 

C. Suvasini, Shirley Joseph, Sapana Arora and D. Bhavana contributed to the 

section on teacher training, and Prasanna provided valuable support in typing 

and feeding in corrections. The sincere and generous contributions of all these 

people, as much as the concerted efforts of the members of this group, reflects 

our joint expectations of a dynamic and pro-active approach to gender m

education policy.

Existing Approaches to Gender. Equality and Empowerment

For three decades gender has been accepted as a category in the 

formulation of policy and curricula frameworks in India. "Gender", "Equality" 

and "Empowerment" of girls have also been used as key words in educational

documents for long as it is evident from the policy review section.

An important question to be raised is - what have been the limitations 

of our approach and efforts in formulating curricula policy, textbook rewriting

and practices in the classroom.

Gender has primarily been viewed

• As concerning only girls and women (a biological ca

• As an isolated category, not related lo other issues

• In terms of provision of equal facilities

Equality as a goal, strategies adopted have focused on

• Increasing representation of these notions of gender in educational

material

• "Sensitive" portrayals of discrimination that girls/women face

Gender is not 
just a women’s 

issue . . .
It’s a people’s 

issue.

egory)
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• Portraying positive role models and enacting role reversals of stereotypes

• Neutralizing texts of any gendered references

• The formal or sameness approach that focuses on equal treatment rather 

than equality of outcome

Parity has been the major objective, not just in terms of enrolment or

retention of girls, but also in terms of the curriculum and content. Equality, in

this formal approach, is seen as mere parity or identical treatment across

gender. Parity is a concept that deals with boys and girls being offered equal

access to school, equal facilities, and even equal representation in the

curriculum and textbooks, but all in numerical and formal terms Such

identical treatment dictates that all practices be gender neutral and of "single

standard" which is usually the dominant standard, based on male experiences

and interests. As a result there is an additional burden on girls to achieve male

standards, when in fact the social reality and financial support available to

them is not similar to that of boys. Disadvantaged by gender roles,

responsibilities and resources, only very few and privileged girls are likely to

achieve male standards.

l'hus the distinction between parity, or formal equality, and substantive 

equality is critical Substantive gender equality in education is a more complex 

notion that relates to the nature and quality of education, and has to focus on 

how education can enables girls to exercise their choice and claim their rights. 

The aim of education committed to gender equality cannot be merely to
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provide girls equal access to education, because there is a world of 

difference between the equal right to education and the right to equal

education.

Empowerment of girls, another goal, has been perceived empowerment has

been understood merely in instrumentalist ways as education for effective

implementation of

• belter hygiene

• the two-child norm and population control

• informed “mothering" of future Citizens of the nation

• upholding "tradition" and spiritual values, and improving social

cohesion

• supplementary income generation

Locating women and girls solely within the family, and represents the

functional roles they play as homemakers, mothers of future citizens, 

bearers of traditional and spiritual values, and supplementary income- 

generators, rather than focusing on the self-actualization of girls and on

developing their cognitive, creative and critical abilities. This approach

effaces their very identity and. rights as autonomous human beings:

c. Impact on Textbooks and Curricula

Textbooks: Reflecting the limits of existing approaches: The NCF 2000, 

without doubt, was a huge step backwards from the National Education 

Policy (1986). The latter saw education as, "an agent of basic change in the 

status of women", "The National Education System", it argued, "will play a
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positive, interventionist role in the empowerment of women." But we need

to assess the impact of its progressive policy rhetoric on textbooks. Did 

gender get portrayed in a manner that was significantly different from past 

representations of women and girls?

A thorough analysis of every subject taught at each level in schooling 

process both in the 80's and 90’s did show glaring sexist bias in the textual

content, the number of illustrative themes that favoured boys as being 

active and girls as merely passive roles, restricted mostly to domestic

contexts.

Initiatives to remove sexist bias in textbooks undertaken in the last

decade or so are played yet again by their limited understanding of gender 

and equality. One strategy was to attempt quantitative equality by 

increasing visual representation of girls and women. Another was to 

facilitate 'role reversals’, in order to depict equality amongst the sexes, ’ ll 

men can do it, so can women" - this mode was used to Justify changes in 

content. As in showing or writing about men making tea, while women 

read the paper. Textbook writers made visible the achievements of women 

without any thought to how the very concept of writing accounts ol great

men's lives needed rethinking. Therefore, women fought great battles like 

men. Children read equally masculine, militaristic accounts of women's 

lives. Rani Durgavati, Razia Sultan found their place not just in history but 

in language textbooks. Though even here the same prowess was not 

accorded to them. Exceptional women like Rani Jhansi and Madame Curie
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were still defined by their domestic roles - textbook writers were careful to 

point out that that despite everything they continued to perform their

domestic roles.

The picture is not very different at the stale level. In a study of school texts 

in West Bengal, for example, it was seen that women were "generally portrayed 

as passive, dutiful and confined to the home. Like the peasants and manual

labourers, women are shown as largely powerless. The curriculum and textbooks

served to maintain the status quo in the larger socio-cultural context in the stale.

The picture that emerges is that despite valuable experiences and insights

gained from the public literacy campaigns of the 1970s and 1980s, explicit

policy commitments, and considerable effort at producing materials that is

empowering for girls and women, the problems persist. This is because 

traditional meanings of the masculine and the feminine continue to persist 

along with other oppositional, dichotomous categories of active-passive, 

emotional- rational, nature-culture and dependent-autonomous. There was no

reconceptualisation of curriculum informed by an awareness of how gender

is positioned within discourses of knowledge production and its relationship 

to social power essential in addressing these issues. Such a 

reconceptualisation would have necessitate attention to form, approach ami 

content of the textbooks and curricular transaction, whether of the languages,

the sciences, social sciences or mathematics.

I he Hidden Curriculum - Beyond tokenism--A curriculum encompasses the 

essential and appropriate knowledge taught in schools. It involves the praxis of
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policy as well as the syllabi used in the teaching-learning process. Teaching and 

learning materials, classroom practices, evaluation and assessment procedures 

and language policy are all components of curriculum are 'learned' in school 

demands investigation ol the contexts within which the children make meaning 

of, or responds, to these notions, through the filter of her/his subjective 

experience growing up fcmale/inale in society. While it is important to 

understand the ideologies underlying the presentation of gender in school 

textbooks, it is equally pertinent to examine how these ideologies are expressed 

at the level of everyday school practices and experiences, through what is often

termed the 'hidden' curriculum.

Wliat is the hidden curriculum of gender in schools?

Organisational arrangements (including the division of physical spaces 

within the classroom and the school along lines of gender).

Differential task assignment and sexual division of labour in school (boys 

allowed to go out of school, girls sweep and clean).

Routines, rituals and practices in everyday school life (like segregated seating

separate lines for girls and boys, or having them form separate teams).

Systems of rewards and punishments, disciplining of boys and girls through

different strategies, teacher's labelling patterns, teacher-student and student-

student interactions.

Within the paradigm of "objectivity", the school is largely organized 

on the assumption that ’ learning" is separate from the rest of children's lives, 

l he dominance of a textbook culture has meant that teachers begin teaching
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not with what the children know or have experienced but with what they do

not know and have not experienced. It is not surprising for classroom 

knowledge to assume an independence from the child's own experiences and

knowledge of the world. This dichotomy often results in a tendency among 

children to compartmentalize their knowledge - that which has relevance in

school and that, which is used and is relevant outside the school. As a result,

the child is unable-to relate to what is taught in the school and this is often

reflected in-role learning and low learning achievements.

The Male Middle: Class Bias. Our thinking on curriculum - needs to begin by

acknowledging the ground reality: large numbers of children from lower class

and caste groups are today accessing the formal educational system. The irony

of the present moment though is that this changed constituency in the

educational system .is not factored into thinking -about curriculum. Ever since

the Kothari Commission Report of 1966 emphasized the processes of nation

building and modernization, the assumption of the male child as the prime 

mover of national-development has tended to dominate both thinking in 

relation to the school curriculum, as well as its translation into the language 

and ideology of textbooks.

Further, there is another problem that has critically contributed to the 

male-centrism of curriculum: Textbooks have presumed a sensibility and logic 

that meshes most easily with the knowledge-world of the urban middle class 

male child. The image of the child who can be disciplined to become the ideal 

citizen and a national asset dominates curriculum planning. Il is the male
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middle class child again who conics closest to conforming to the hegemonic 

notions ol ideal childhood, one in which the child is in school and not at work, 

is carefree, at play and sheltered from the sordid facts of adult life. Curriculum 

documents have therefore, addressed the upper caste-urban middle class child 

(invariably male) and in turn arc shaped by the norms of the world inhabited

by this child. There is however, no match between the conditions of ideal 

childhood and the responsibilities and struggles of the large majority of the 

children found in government schools and in rural areas. Their life bears little

resemblance to the life of the middle class child.

On the rare occasion when the child from the lower class is invoked, there

is neither empathy nor affirmation of that identity. An excerpt from a lesson

titled "The Indian Society and Children" from the Class VIII Civics textbook

illustrates this point further:

As you know, ours is a developing country. Most of the children are half-

fed and half-clad. Their dwelling place stink with filth and odour. Poverty,

malnutrition and lack of education is leading to increase in cases of child

delinquency and juvenile crimes. What is child delinquency? Il is a kind of

misbehaviour on the part of the child which hampers his mental growth, lie

indulges in various kinds of anti-social activities. Instead of becoming an asset

to his home or family, he becomes a burden to his family. A delinquent child is 

further prone to other vices like drug addiction, which further affects him 

physically and mentally. Child delinquency is not a feature of the Indian 

society alone. The Government of India is taking all possible measures lo
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check child delinquency in this country. Special acts are passed for care, 

protection, maintenance and training of delinquent children.

One of the questions at the end of the lesson is: What do you understand 

by the term "child delinquency"? Tone of this lesson- recasts what in a liberal

reading might have been an acknowledgement of the socio-economic context

into one in which the child is in fact implicated for his poverty. This child is

then represented as the subject of supervision and correction by the slate.

Textbooks have invariably been produced within metropolitan settings of

privilege, and power. The experiences of those who write textbooks are far removed 

from the lives, of poor (urban and rural) children, whose questions, interests do not 

figure within, the accepted hierarchy of knowledge. This is further aggravated by the

fact that those who have contributed to the creation of knowledge regarding women

have had little to do with the writing of textbooks. This might be, in the end, an 

extremely important reason why we have not despite a decade-and-a-half of rhetoric, 

moved beyond the stage of pious policy pronouncements. Gender-sensitive material

at the primary and secondary levels require inputs from those who have struggled to

bring women's voices, narratives, experiences and worldviews into the academic

mainstream. Without this knowledgebase, those charged with rewriting texts will

restrict themselves to superficial tinkering- either by increasing the number of tunes

girls are visually or verbally represented in books or by facile role-reversals.

Viewing gender in isolation from other hierarchies and asymmetries within

the social order results in such tokenistic revisions. Again, seeing gender as an

'add-on' in certain content areas and not others limits possibilities for engaging
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children with gender issues in any meaningful way. As R. Ramanujan) 

insightfully points out, “[A]ny discussion of gender at all is relegated to 

language lessons, and the percentage of time spent on this during 12 years of 

schooling is negligible."

A gender-just and empowering curriculum should have the potential to

enable students to critically engage with and challenge received knowledge 

about fixed gender identities. Insights from women’s studies and the women's

movement both in this country and in other parts of the world over the past

twenty years have enriched our understanding of how education can form a

part of this project of possibility.

Experiences of literacy activists and those engaged in leaching women's

studies at the university level show that it is possible to integrate gender into

the curriculum, not as marginal or incidental but as critical to the content of 

different subject areas. The content itself can then be made to take on wider 

dimensions, involving various subject areas in the school curriculum. Feminist 

critiques of knowledge also have the potential to influence more just and

inclusive pedagogical practices and facilitate creation of "child -friendly"

classrooms that empower students as well as teachers. 1 hey open up

possibilities for gender inclusion in an integrated approach within and across

different core academic areas of the school curriculum.

An example of an integrated approach across disciplines: A Curricula

module developed by Nirantar for rural girls and women.
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PROPERTIES OF WATER
How does rainfall occur ?

How do plants absorb nutrients from the 
soil ?
How does water get polluted ?
How does life exist in water ?
Life in waler_______ ___________________
WATER AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Where does water come from ?
How are seas, oceans, rivers formed?

What are our local water resources ?

Why do wells dry up ?
How do handpumps work ?
Are big dams more beneficial than small 
dams ?

How do people in desert areas procure 
water ?
What causes droughts ?

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF WATER
Who controls the village well ?

Who fetches water ?
Do we have enough water ?

Why is clean water essential ?

THREE STATES OE WATER
• Water cycle
• Rainfall
• Monsoon
SOLVENCY
• Plant nutrition
• Waler pollution
OXYGEN CONTENT

NATURAL SOURCES OF WATER
• Rivers, lakes, seas
• Underground water
WATER RESOURCE MAPPING
• Local/regional/national

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NATURAL 
AND MAN-MADE SOURCES OF 
WATER
• Understanding the water table
• Water pollution
• Handpumps
• Systems of irrigation
• Environmental impact of big dams 
WATER IN DIFFERENT ECO
SYSTEMS
• Water sources in desert areas
• Water sources in mountainous regions
• Droughts and floods

CASTE AND CLASS
• Purity and pollution
• Control over water resources 
GENDER DIVISION OF LABOUR AND 
WATER
AVAILABILITY OE WATER
• Local and regional agitations for drinking 
and irrigation water
• Government structure: Water Department
• Alternative efforts at making water 
available.
HEALTH
• Body’s need for water
• Right to potable water
• Water borne diseases
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Assuming that the evolutionary approach to education involves building 

upon experiences and thought structures that are familiar, the curriculum 

will have to be designed such that it helps the child critically understand her 

surroundings before recognising and negotiating other contexts. The themes

that become important in such, a context will have to relate to work, body,

sexuality, marriage, parenthood, family, caste, community, state, modernity,

economy, violence, conflict, heterogeneity and hierarchy. These cross cut

into language, social science and science As against the surfeit of

information that is sought to be passed on to the student, the emphasis

should be on introducing these issues and developing critical thinking

through them. These themes could be taken up in each of the subjects that

arc taught at school at every stage. Complexity in thinking can be 

introduced as the stages advance. Higher stage here would therefore 

indicate strengthening of critical tools rather than accumulation ol

information.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1) Access to Education for AU Girls: The government must be impressed 

upon to spend more on education. Nothing short of free and quality 

education for all and the provision of accessible schools for girls in every- 

area of the country-, will ensure that all girls gain equal access to

education.

2) Retention and Quality of Girls' Education: Government schools are

increasingly becoming centres of poor quality education for the

marginalized sections of society, specially girls, which in turn is

connected to the high dropout rates of girls. Hence the infrastructure and

quality of teaching in government schools must be brought up to the mark..

3) Nationwide consultations on schools of religious denomination:

Nationwide consultations must be set up regarding the status and

proliferation of schools of religious denomination, of both the majority

and minority community, as the education imparted in these schools

bears critically on issues of communalism and gender equality The

unregulated status of religious schools, and the nature of education they

impart, have special implications for gender equality as such schools

have a definite agenda that both reinforces the subordination of girls and

fixes their identity solely in terms of a religious identity.

4) Establish Gender as a Critical Marker of Transformation and as an

Organizing Principle: Gender should not be a "mere add on"; it is a

cross-cutting issue that requires both specific attention as well as
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integration into all areas of reconceptualization. Gender must not be 

introduced as yet another subject; that will only serve to marginalize 

gender issues and further increase the heavy curricular burden on

learners; rather, it must inform every area of education in all its stages

and aspects. Gender has to be recognized as a critical marker of 

transformation, and must become an important organizing principle of the 

national and state curricul.ar framework as well as every aspect of the

actual curricula.

5) Establish that Gender is Not a Women's Issue - it is a People's Issue:

Train Hoys to Confront Themselves anti Patriarchy: Patriarchy persists

because there are men and women who support it. So far men have been 

part of the problem - education must train them to become part of the 

solution. Boys must be trained to confront themselves and try to

understand how they benefit from patriarchy, how they tlcrive privilege

and power and how, by not changing the system, they perpetuate gender 

inequality They must be made to understand that in the ultimate 

analysis gender inequality doesn't benefit anyone-it only leads to 

mistrust, insecurity and disharmony. Education should enable boys to

question their own socialization into masculinity, and start the process of 

change in their personal relations, domestic life and sexuality.

6) Critical and Pro-active approach to Equality and Empowerment of Girls

Equality and Empowerment of girls have both been key objectives of 

educational policy for long, but have lacked critical edge in
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implementation. Hence there should be' a critical shift and greater 

specificity in the understanding of these objectives, and all fields and 

stages of education must be informed by a more critical and pro-acta 

approach as follows:

An approach to Equality that:

• Aims at a substantive equal outcome, not formal equal or identical

treatment.

• Recognizes the specific disadvantages of gendered hierarchies and 

subordination across class, caste, religion and the rural-urban divide, but

does not accept them; instead it aims to dismantle the disadvantages of

gender.

• Helps learners overcome these disadvantages, and develop their 

capabilities to their fullest to achieve meaningful equality

An approach to Empowerment of girls that:

• promotes self-recognition, a positive self-image and self-actualization.

• stimulates critical thinking arid develops in learners, both boys and girls,

the ability to question relations of power that are central to the

hierarchies of gender

• deepens understanding of the gendered structures of power, including

gender

• enables access to resources, specially to an expanding framework of

information and knowledge
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• develops the ability to analyse the options available, and lo facilitate the 

possibility of making informed choices

• challenges relations of power and enables girls to lake control of their 

lives and assert their rights as independent human

Further, education should aim to enable girls to move from individual 

empowerment to playing active roles as citizens in transforming the 

collective life of a democracy.

7) Integrate Input of Women's Studies Research in Textbooks, Syllabi and 

Training: The NCERT, as well as the SCERTs in each state, should

develop formal linkages with centres and schools of women's studies in

universities, as well as with individual scholars and activists who have

experience of working on gender issues in different disciplines. Joint 

programmes, funded by the NCERT and SCERTs, should be set up with 

a view to deriving inputs from research done in women’s studies, and to

jointly preparing material informed by a critical and pro-active approach 

to gender, for textbooks at the primary, middle and secondary levels.

Women's Studies academics and researchers should also be invited to

shape the formation of syllabi and content of different disciplines.

8) Integrate Input of Trained Experts on Adolescence and Sexuality: The

NCERT and SCERTs should draw upon the expertise of gender sensitive 

psychologists and counselors to prepare material, and design curricular 

practices and pedagogic strategies, that provide information and can
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facilitate frank and healthy discussions on adolescence and sexuality lor 

girls as well as boys. Since adolescence is a critical formative period and 

sexuality is central to a person's sense of identity, self-esteem . . . and 

confidence, it is important to make the young aware of the diversity 

which exists in expressions of sexuality and gender, and come to terms

with the role of sexuality in their lives; to encourage them to experience

freedom from shame; to enable them to make informed choices that equip

them to negotiate danger from those who seek to violate them; and to

help them to develop the confidence to express what they see as right or

wrong

9) In the Social Sciences a) give importance to the reproduction of the

household, the labor-force, and human and cultural resources: Highlight

the reproduction of the household and of the labor-force anti human and

cultural resources. Only when there is a paradigmatic shift in the

frameworks of the social sciences and they expand to include not merely

accounts of production but also accounts of social reproduction-of the

reproduction of the household, the labor-force and human and cultural

resources, will women feature adequately in the social sciences in a way

that does justice to their work, their lives and the totality of their

experiences, b) Incorporate gender dimensions of Diversity, Sexuality,

Violence and Conflict:

Issues of diversity, sexuality, violence and conflict in which gender is 

implicated should be incorporated in all areas of the school curriculum.
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10) Language should be viewed across the Curriculum and Awareness be built

in of the ways in which it Neutralizes and Perpetuates Power Differences

Curricula and syllabi planners, text-book writers along with teachers and

students need to:

• understand the ways in which language naturalizes power differences

• make a language, of sexuality, physicality and bodies available to 

students, particularly girls - we have heard cases of young girl students

falling ill because of their inability to articulate bodily needs, functions

or dysfunctions

• understand that inadequacies of language and the issue of silence in

women's speech and writing are not markers of biological or "natural" 

inability in girls and women but are signs of inadequacies and silencing 

in culture and education which socialise women to be passive and

deferential

• recognize that the language of literature, conventional metaphors, and 

ways of writing do not reflect female lives, bodies or ways of being. The 

language of female subjectivity is absent in traditional male dominated 

literary discourse. Womens writing that provides access to such 

language and perspectives must be given a prominent place in textbooks

• recognize that because these norms and absences have been socially 

constructed they can also be unmade - hence the need for feminist

deconstruction and reconstruction.
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11. In Science Education, highlight Gendered Dimensions of Science, 

Environment and Technology, as well as Scientific Dimensions of 

Personal and Domestic realities: Science education should develop a 

focus on the gendered dimensions of science in education and in the life-

worlds of learners. Aspects to include:

• Sex of male and female decided by the male sex chromosome and not by

females.

• Cognizance of the fact that physical capacities are differentiated in men

and women, and cannot be compared - ego men's ability to lift heavier 

loads, or run faster vs. greater stamina and longevity of life in women, 

or a higher threshold levels for the tolerance of pain. Recognise the

differential abilities of both sexes, rather than categorize one as stronger

that the other.

• Problems and exercises, as well as texts that reflect the reality of

women's lives and experiences and also highlight contributions of

women scientists.

• Laboratory work that highlights scientific dimensions of work in the

domestic sector also, ego chemistry in the kitchen.

• An understanding of women's roles in preserving the environment and

reasons for this, such as the impact of deforestation on women's lives

and their role in the Chipko movement.

• Recognition of ways in which technology can affect women's lives.
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Gendered aspect;:; of contraceptive and reproductive technologies,

lemale foeticide etc. need to be discussed.

12) In Mathematics, a Focus on conscious De mystifying and Z)e-

masculinising is absolutely necessary:

• Particular attention needs to be paid to the language of mathematical 

problems which bear little relation to children's use of language in 

everyday life and in addition construct a gender stereotyped 'image of 

the social world, or one where women are simply absent.

• Systems to make scientific and mathematical language accessible to

girls and first generation learners need to be set up.

• The contributions of women mathematicians, and processes underlying

everyday mathematics done by women both within the home (like

kolam) anti outside (in the marketplace), need to be included.

13) Open human minds to the Capacity for Rational Critique and enable

them to Envision New Possibilities: Knowledge in textbooks, anti

curricular and pedagogic strategics, should be geared not towards

"fixing human knowledge" but to open human minds to the capacity for

rational critique and enable them to envision new possibilities - only

then can a transformation in gender relations be possible '

14) Introduce Participatory and Dialogical Pedagogic mode: Pedagogy 

should move from a transmission mode to affirming participatory anti 

dialogical interactions between teacher and learner. This is necessary
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both for recognizing the needs of girls and other marginalized students 

who are seen as passive recipients of knowledge, and for creating a 

learning environment in which their voices find place.

15) Curricular Practices la be shaped, by the Life worlds of Learners in 

collaboration' with Parents and Teachers: Curricular practices should 

be shaped by the life worlds of the girls and boys from socially and 

economically disadvantaged backgrounds, in order for learning to

become meaningful to them. Mechanisms and systems need to be put

into place to facilitate decentralized processes of curriculum

development. Involvement of different stakeholders from education- 

teachers. parents, local experts, researchers and activists-would facilitate

the production of materials more relevant to children's lives. This is

especially important given the increased efforts of the government to

educate first generation learners and retain them in schools.

16) Incorporate Conflict as a Pedagogic Strategy in the classroom: Given that

violence pervades children's lives in the home, the school and the

public world, pedagogy must address and organically incorporate 

conllicl as a pedagogic strategy in classrooms. This is necessary for 

enabling children to develop critical perspectives on violence and to

deal with conllicl.

17) Assessment System geared to Differential Aptitude: A standardised

singular assessment is not desirable in the context of the differential 

needs and aptitudes of children. A variety of assessment strategies and
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multiple inodes of assessment must be introduced that include the oral

and the written, as well as objective, subjective, visual, narrative, 

abstract and concrete, artifactual and symbolic, etc. These differential 

assessments should be designed to take into account the special

aptitudes of different groups.

\3) Assessment Affirming "a spirit of Critical Inquiry: Assessment should 

affirm flexibility of mind, a questioning attitude, and skepticism

towards some textbook writer's version of "eternal truth" rather than

penalize learners for this.

19) Teacher Training to be more Self-Reflective. Participatory, and Research

oriented

• Teachers’ trainings, whether pre-service or in-service-need to have a

vision of the teacher herself as a learner engaged in inquiry and

reflection. Systematic study of gender theory should be combined with

engagement with their own position in society vis-a-vis gender roles.

• Research skills need to be made pad of the initial input given to

teachers and research grants need to be provided to teachers to

encourage them to channelise their work into research material

emerging from within the school to create an active situation of

learning and energizing the teacher.

• Substantive support mechanisms need to be developed, for teachers 

who are enthused to implement new ideas and pedagogics as part ol
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their training, with the objective of nurturing initiative emerging from 

within the school, rather perpetuate a lop down approach.

► Mechanisms for enhancing, evaluating and monitoring the quality, 

regularity and impact of teacher training programmes, specially in the 

rural areas, must be put in place.

20) Textbook Evaluation from the Perspective of Gender: Content analysis of

all textbooks from the gender perspective is extremely important. This

analysis should include monitoring and regular evaluation of impact

21) Support for Research to build Perspectives on Relationship between

Gender and Education: Despite attempts over the past 50 years to

integrate gender into policy and curriculum, we do not have the 

knowledge base to build perspectives on the relationship between 

gender and education in the diverse and changing context of our

schooling. This should form a research focus for studies in gender,

curriculum and pedagogy. Organizations like NIEPA, NCERT should

provide support for research in these areas.

22) Create Banks of Gender Sensitive Material: The NCERT and other

educational research and training institutions must build up a bank of

materials produced for children and young people that raise gendered 

dimensions of issues addressed in the classroom, represent gendered

perspectives of diverse life-worlds, and are geared towards

empowering girls. This is crucial for facilitating textbook writers and

teachers in transforming gender relations.
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APPENDIX

Feminist Critiques of Disciplinary Knowledge

1. HISTORY

1 he lield of history has conventionally been associated with powcr-ol 

events and people that are believed to have impacted the world-and 

therefore it has excluded most categories of men and almost all women 

since most human beings have been subjected to power, and only a few 

have wielded it. Conventional history has therefore marginalized most

people and its gender bias has therefore been almost intrinsic. However

this limited framework has over the last century been expanded to include

social, economic, political and cultural processes and institutions as well

as accounts of what is called history .from below or people's history.

Unfortunately these new developments have continued to exclude women

subsuming them mechanically under men, even as the focus shifted lo

peasants, labourers, tribals, and dalits.

The 'add women and stir' approach has been particularly unsatisfactory

in the case of women because by a mere mechanical enumeration of such

and such women who 'also' all. occasion wielded power (like Razia

Begum, Nurjehan or Rani Lakshmibai ), or look part in movements, or

worked on the lands, or helped to make pots, etc. only serves lo

consolidate the position that women did/do very little. This is partly

because the sources have either reflected the biases of history in terms of

emphasizing the role of a few men and even fewer women or excluded the
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roles of women in social, economic anti political life altogether.

Feminist historians have therefore argued that given the sexual

division of labour, and the concurrent creation of a public/private 

dichotomy and the hierarchy of values attached to them, women will 

remain marginal in any account of history. Hence, while it is important to 

outline women's participation in production of food and goods which has

been invisibilised as they are rarely the owners of resources and their work

is subsumed under that of men. this is clearly not enough. Therefore.

unless there is a paradigmatic shift in the framework of history and it 

expands to become not merely the history of production but also the 

history of social reproduction-of the reproduction of the household and of 

the labour-force and human and cultural resources more generally women

will never feature adequately in history in a way that does justice to their

work, their lives and the totality of their experiences.

2. GEOGRAPHY

Geography in India continues to remain androcentric i.e., male-centric

and part of this myopic vision stems from the intellectual history of

geography's evolution as a discipline not only in India, but also in the 

Anglo-Saxon world that had dominated the Indian geography for long. But 

while the Anglo-Saxon world has moved ahead in terms of developing a 

distinct branch of geography variously called Geography of Gender and/ 

or Feminist Geography. Indian geography has lagged far behind in this

respect. Part of the problem is the unresolved debate about what
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geography is and what is not, with an emphasis on the latter rather than the 

former, which makes bringing women as a subject matter in geography 

more problematic, particularly at the school and undergraduate level. This 

is particularly distressing in a situation where theory and praxis have 

moved from multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches to a trans- 

disciplinary approach elsewhere in geography teaching and research.

'I he tendency in Indian geography has been to produce research of a 

descriptive nature facilitated by the historical tradition of empirical data

gathering made possible largely because of extensive reports, gazetteers and 

a record keeping system of colonial origin. Moreover, physical, regional and 

social-cultural discourses moved independently of each other with the result 

that grounded realities were rarely seen as providing, a backdrop for human 

activities to unfold. Even the seminal narrative of Spate's Geography of India 

and many more (regional) works that followed were not free from such 

limitations in the sense of having masterly descriptions without linking the

physical and the regional with wider social and cultural processes in a 

mutually interactive framework. The quantitative revolution that followed in 

the positivistic tradition of the West was once again delinked from the 

understanding of processes embedded in space. Data gathered were mostly 

on readily quantifiable attributes perhaps because of the intellectual 

preconceptions of geography as an ideographic rather than a nomothetic 

discipline.

Even otherwise, it was the men who spoke for humanity at large despite
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(he fact that historically women were at the forefront of transition from

nomadic to settled lives. This was essentially because women were seen as 

confined to the private domain of hearth and home whereas the outside was

associated with men. Scholars have pointed out the inadequacies of such

binary and the fluidity of private and public spaces and that given the division

of labour between men and women, women can experience their environment 

differently as compared to men. The current discussion on environment and 

the differential consequences of depleting natural resources on women vis-a-

vis men because most of the forest-based informal activities are carried out by

women for livelihoods of their families is a good example. Women's exposure

to and interaction" with natural and built environment may be limited also

because of their limited physical and social mobility resulting in quite a

different experiential world.

Many recent developmental reports in India have brought out how

spatial location in which women live makes a difference even to such basic

well-being as longevity, i. e. a woman in Kerala can expect to live longer by

18 years than a woman in Madhya Pradesh despite little difference in per

capita incomes between the two states (Kalyani Menon-Sen and Shiva 

Kumar 2001; Rastogi 2003, also see Agarwal 1994). Until recently, survival 

chances of girls as compared to boys (sex ratios) had a distinct regional 

pattern of its own (Atkins et. al. 1997; Kumar et. al 1997) and yet for quite 

sometime geographers have been slow in recognizing that the spatial 

implication of place may differ for women and men and there can be
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geography of women (Raju ct al. 1999).

Hoi one, those who produced geographical knowledge in India were 

men. 1 he latest account of Indian Geography over the decades showed this 

characteristic in that the National Association of Geographers, which is a

body for geographers including school teachers and students did not have a

woman president (Kapur 2002). Despite increasing number of women 

students at college and university levels, the faculty composition does not 

reflect the changing profiles of students (Raju and Datta 2004). Given the

general environment within which the discipline of geography is located in

India, it is not surprising Io see what 1 would like to call, 'missed

opportunities' in reorienting some of the androgynous leanings of the

discipline. The Model Curriculum for Indian universities (mentioned above),

while proposing specializations groups and thrust areas the latter needling’

urgent attention in the coining years' talks about 'Climate and Man' and

'study of earth as the home of /n«/i'(page 27, emphasis added). However, one 

of the redeeming features is that in the same curriculum 'Gender Geography'

is included as one of the proposed optional papers for the first time (the

earlier curriculum reviews were undertaken in 1968 and 1989). Although the

suggested content could be broadened and leaves much to be desired, it is 

the first official endorsement of arrival of gender geography on the horizon

and should be welcomed as such.

Although a critical perspective on Geography of Women has yet to 

come, a relatively recent body of research by individuals anti a small
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number of university departments (as well as through seminars and 

workshops), sporadic or small it might be in terms of overall outreach and 

impact, does demonstrate an. intellectual growth in terms of moving from 

descriptive pattern identification (based on statistically segregated data by 

men and women) to critical analyses of processes pushing women to

margins. Given this situation and also the mandatory 'gender inclusive

understanding of development processes, it is imperative that the younger 

generation is systematically exposed to issues of gendered deprivation and 

marginalization that have distinct spatial and regional character in India.

3. ECONOMICS

Over the last two decades, feminist critiques of knowledge have no

doubt made considerable inroads into traditional domains of the humanities

and the social sciences. However among the social sciences, mainstream

economics, namely neoclassical economics I , has been the most resistant

to engaging with gender as a socio-cultural construct with an impact on

construction of knowledge. Although this has not restricted the successful

emergence of feminist economics as an area of scholarship; unfortunately 

its proponents have not been able to mainstream their critiques as 

effectively.

Economics is particularly an important discipline to address because it 

remains the hegemonic discipline. Over the last half a century, it has 

increasingly ventured into studying areas that are the subject matter of

other disciplines: economic theory of politics, economics of education and
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even that of marriage and divorce among others. Not only has it strayed 

into other disciplines but holds considerable sway in informing the policy 

process. Hence it is all the more important to interrogate the basic- 

assumptions of the discipline and make students aware of not only the

gender of economics but also understand the economics of gender

(Folbre, 1994; Jacobsen, 1994).

Economics is broadly defined as the science of decision-making under

constraints. The neo-classical world-view it rests on three pillars

(Krishnaraj, 2001). These include:

• Positivism: upholds the scientific method, whereby facts speak for

themselves unmediated by social reality; and the economist is the

archetypical scientist "objectively" recording reality, which is in

actuality the masculine subject.

• Methodological Individualism, relies on the atomized individual as the

unit of social action and behavior and these individuals with certain

pre-given preferences in aggregation form a society.

• Rational-maximising behavior: It regards humans as rational and 

assumes that rationality underlies all human behaviors. The central

theoretical paradigm is that ol rational self-interest: people act so as to

maximize their own outcomes, i.e. act in self interested ways.

Having established the masculinist biases implicit in the discipline, it 

is also important to explore how gender differences lead to different
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economic outcomes for the sexes. The outcomes are measured in terms of

earnings, income, poverty rales, hours of work, and other standards used 

by economist to determine economic well being. As opposed to the 

"atomised" individual, it is important to acknowledge that economic agents 

can be male or female, and they interact in families as well as in firms and 

in markets (Jacobsen 199). Three types of economic inquiries need to be

pursued in order to explore the economics of gender:

• theoretical models based on two sexes

• empirical work that addresses similarities and differences between the

sexes

• analysis of economic policies that affect the sexes differently

Within the context of India, it is also important to introduce within the

school curriculum the gender and development discourse to better

understand and explore how gender is constitutive of the larger economic

development trajectory and alternative ways of understanding development

(Kabeer 199, Sen 199). Key areas on which school texts are usually silent

and are critical in exploring gender issues include:

Women and work: Traditional economic analysis has tended to make a

large proportion of women's work invisible because economic activity was 

directly or indirectly associated with the market. Income earning activities 

were conceptualized as work; so was agricultural family labour that 

produced for market oriented goods, even when labor was unremunerated.
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A wide range of unpaid activities - producing goods and services for the 

family consumption, were not economically seen as work along with 

domestic production and voluntary community work A high proportion ol 

women concentrate in these activities, the result was economic invisibility

and statistical underestimation of women's work. Further women's

activities remain undervalued as a result of viewing the market as the

central criterion for defining 'economic'.

Even when women are "economically active", they are still working in

a segmented labour market, primarily in areas defined as ’feminine". These

also tend to be the more low-paying jobs. There have been considerable

efforts to make women's work more visible at the theoretical and empirical

level. The 1 991 census expanded the category of work to include

subsistence activities - removed the statistical purdah that had rendered

women's work invisible. However, the debate continues with "caring work;' 

and the care economy still remaining outside the purview of work . If 

children are supposed to grow up as sensitive young men and women, it is 

important that they are aware of issues and debates around the seeming

natural sexual division of labour.

Looking at intra-household dynamics: Households are treated as the 

basic socioeconomic unit of analysis and viewed as being internally 

undifferentiated and homogenous structures, especially by economists. The 

neo-classical view of the household as the proverbial "black box" treats

them as undifferentiated units which arc considered to be safe locations of
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mutually benefiting reciprocal interests with an "altruist" patriarch, a

construct of New Household Economics, at the helm of household affairs

(Becker 1981). Individuals and households are discussed interchangeably 

as if they are one and the same unit. On one hand, the household is treated

as an individual by another name as though it has interests and a logic of its 

own; and, on the other hand, individual behavior is interpreted as being 

motivated by household interests and reflects the household needs (b’olbie

1986, Wolf 1990, Kabeer 1994).

This dominant view, feminist scholars argue, is limited in its 

explanatory power because it fails to recognize the diversity of household 

arrangements, internal stratification of households along the lines of gender 

and age, and the location and function of households in relation to the 

larger economy and polity. The consensus view completely ignores the 

possibility of differential and competing interests in the household and the 

existence of iniquitous systems of intra-household resource allocations on

the basis of gender, age and (often) kinship ties. The emphasis on the moral 

economy of the household spins a fairy tale where value; of self-interest,

competition, and struggle prevailing in the public sphere are left at the door

and altruism, voluntarism and reciprocity take their place in the domestic

realm (Wolf 1990).

4. SOCIOLOGY

Textbooks of sociology in India are usually divided into two parts dealing 

with theoretical and substantive themes respectively. Essential to the
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theoretical section are references to the” Founding Fathers” such as 

Durkheim, Marx and Weber. This cannot be resolved simply by adding the 

contributions of women sociologists, though this is important in itself. What 

is required is a gendered analysis of the thinkers. Indeed resources for

furthering a gendered understanding can also be drawn from them. Further

the gendered assumptions underlying theoretical approaches such as Talcolt

Parson's structural functionalism, though almost invariably dealt with in

sociology textbooks, is left unquestioned.

Within substantive sociology the focus is on structures such as caste,

class, tribe, family, culture and processes such as modernization,

westernization, Sanskritization, urbanization, industrialization and lately

globalization. Neither the structures nor processes are seen as gendered 

entities and the fact that these structures and processes mean different things

to men and women are often overlooked. For example in one NCERT 

textbook, a chapter on population and demography is included but the

adverse female sex ratio is not mentioned. Sex ratio is mentioned in a sub

section on women in a chapter on deprived groups. This mode of treating 

gender stems not so much from not knowing that gender is important; rather

from a flawed understanding that a gender perspective implies adding women

as a topic or chapter or at the most by making women visible, or by

enumerating women's issues as social problems.

Visibility’ is very important in social sciences where women have by and

large been missing. But in Indian sociology the fact that women are not
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treated too well in contemporary Indian society (if remarked at all) would be 

seen as an aberration from the normative status and role of women in the ideal 

Indian society. This has to be understood in the context of the prevailing 

influence of the "book view" rather than the "field view" in Indian sociology.

The distinction between the "book view”, often coinciding with the Indo- 

logical perspective and the "field view" has been much laboured upon in the 

discipline. Yet, all textbooks, whether of the NCERT or the many books 

expressly written for competitive examinations, reflect no understanding of

this distinction. Thus an image of the typical "Indian joint family" crumbling

under the forces of social change but epitomizing the values of Indian

womanhood override all the empirical studies that sociologists themselves

have conducted about the regional, caste, tribe variations in family patterns.

The high status of Hindu women is eulogized with reference to women as key

symbols of purity and honour offamily, lineage and caste. It is seen as entirely

unproblematic that a woman is recognized as a person when she is

incorporated into her husband . . . only then does she become a social entity

and in that state she is auspicious, a sumangali (auspicious woman), a

saubhagyavati (fortunate woman). Both terms are used only for a woman

whose husband is alive. A gendered understanding of the ideology of honour

would for instance' go a long way to make explicit in textbooks the

relationships between gender, caste, and labour. The many instances of 

honour killings or even dowry deaths could then be explained sociologically

rather than as seen as 'deviance' or 'social problems'.
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The engagement between "questions of visibility" versus questions of 

'interrogating the cognitive structures" of the discipline is rarely explored. The 

subject matter of the discipline has conventionally been understood as about 

marriage, family and kinship, about customs and rituals where perforce it is 

not easy to ignore the presence of women. Accordingly the problem never 

was that women were entirely absent. Indeed sociology is popularly

considered a soft option and therefore more suited for women students. I

therefore focus on the family in an attempt to problematize (he notion of 

visibility.

In the study of family and kinship the relevant structures and processes

of family and kinship has been seen from the ego's (the man's) point of view.

Thus practices such as patriliny, patrilocality, kanyadan are presented in an

apparently gender blind fashion.

Experiential aspects of family life (with which students are familiar) arc

completely neglected. For instance the inclusion of wedding songs sung in

patrilineal societies is a good pedagogical device to illustrate the gendered

nature of patriliny and patrilocality; as would be inclusion of common 

gendered sayings from matrilineal societies.

Since very often the North Indian, upper caste, patriarchal joint family

norm is presented as "the Indian norm" an inclusive treatment of other kinds

of family and kinship structures in different regions and across caste class

hierarchies is required. I use the word "inclusive treatment" for very often

treatment of'other customs” is done in a fashion that renders them as the odd.
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exolie, less developed remnants to the dominant, homogeneous norm.

It is evident that women are visible in chapters on family and kinship bill 

the fundamental point that the private and the public are inter related is

usually completely missing from standard sociology textbooks. A common 

way of making women visible or of questioning stereotypical gender roles is 

to bring in stories of successful women or of showing boys doing atypical 

tasks like housework. It is more difficult to challenge the cognitive structure

of sociology itself, sociology of family and kinship is a mandatory chapter in 

any sociology textbook. Central to the nineteenth century social movement 

had been a concern with ameliorating the condition of widows. No modem

history book fails to mention this. Yet widows are invisible in chapters on 

religion, on caste, on family, on religion, on culture. In this case even making

them visible would be cognitively unsettling.

Apart from "unsettling" the question of visibility, it is important to 

interrogate why women are treated under "deprived groups" or" social

problems". This reflects the broader problem of understanding gender ns an

additional topic to be covered: Issues such as child marriage, widowhood, 

sati, rape, dowry and Wife beating are seen as aberrations and not central to

the structure and processes that sociology studies. A gendered sociology has 

to locate these as intrinsic to societal arrangements. For a gendered sociology 

it is imperative to make linkages between the micro and macro, the public and 

private. Gender has to be seen as an organizing principle of society, and no 

topic, whether caste or industrialization, religion or globalization, tribes 01
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media can be dealt without a gender perspective. Finally it is important that 

an attempt towards a gendered sociology does not lead to gender csscnlialisiii,

II the role of social sciences is to develop a critical awareness engendering, 

sociology would be a step in the right direction.

5. POLITICAL SCIENCE

l'he mainstream discipline of political science has remained largely 

focused on politics in the narrow sense - party politics and pilily systems.

elections and electoral alliances between different groups in Indian society.

transformation of institutions. Social movements are studied to some extent,

particularly Dalit and women's movements, but from the point of view o| 

institutions and party politics - e.g. the politics of the Bahujan Samaj Party, 

the representation of women through the 72,Kl and 73rd amendments, 01 

through studies on reservations in general.

Within this framework, gender and. feminist theory arc invisible, 

lixisting work on gender and politics is done by feminist scholars from 

other disciplines - sociology, economics, and history. Even in the suh-field 

of Political Theory, where one could expect an engagement with the 

existing rich field of feminist theorising that challenges mainstream 

political theorists, entire courses on Contemporary Political Theory or 

Western and Indian Political Thought can be taught Without any feminist 

understanding whatever. For example, Marxist thought without any 

reference to socialist feminism, Rawls without any reference to Susan

Moller Okin's critique and so on, except where individual teachers make
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their own intervention in the syllabus.

I'here have been some optional courses introduced on "Women and 

Politics" which have largely remained gheltoes. More disturbingly, such 

courses can be taught with no reference to feminist scholarship at all, in a 

"status of women in India" mode, along the lines of government policies on 

"gender and empowerment." The real challenge is to ensure a feminist 

perspective in mainstream courses, and to shape the form of teaching 

through specific sets of readings, so that whoever teaches the course, It 

cannot be done without reference to readings developed by interested

teachers in consultation with scholars in the field.

Indeed, this last point is one that needs to be made for political science 

leaching since it has tended to be text-book centred. We need to develop a 

set of readings (chapters/sections from books, key articles) that delineate 

debates around the topics in the syllabus, and make these available to 

teachers. Further, these reading sets need to be translated into whatever the

local language.

6. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

In recent years many countries in the world have adopted policies lot 

greater gender equality in education. Measures have been taken to Increase

access to education, and to have a common curriculum in schools. 

However, worldwide, female enrolment in tertiary level science and 

technology (S&T) is less than male 'enrolment and also less than in t>llicr 

.subjects (World Education Report, 1995). The school experience plays an
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important role in influencing the decision of students to coullnlie Into 

higher education and also their choices of study.

Women have historically had a llmiled access to S&'I and ate almom 

excluded from intellectual, scientific and technological communities. I’hey 

have always been associated with nurturance, child rearing and house 

keeping. Areas, in which women have excelled, such as, nutrition and 

midwifery, were never considered S&T. Further, the contribution of women

to S&'l is "hidden from history" as documentation is rare (Wajcman. 1995). 

Historically, images of men and women and their gender roles have 

changed and have accordingly been justified on different grountls. Ihese 

justifications have ranged from Ihe irrational to the pscudo-sele.nlIlii 

Paradoxically, modem science with its professed objectivity, hit from 

demolishing biased perceptions about women, is actually ’strengthening 

them. The organized knowledge of the ancient ages (or sciences), often 

viewed women as unique creatures, distinct from men. These sciences 

rationalized that women were incomplete men and thus inferior 1 he 

’science of craniology claimed that women were intellectually inferior 

because of their lighter brains. 'The fact that corrections for body size weir

ignored indicates that the processes of science are not free from bias

(Gould, 1981).

Nature, the focus of the scientific study has been figuratively considered 

to be female and was symbolically depicted as female. Most languages use 

the feminine gentler for abstract nouns like science and knowledge. The
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obverse of the Nobel medals for chemistry and physics depict both nature 

and science as women. However, scientists were depicted as male mid with 

time the popular images of science became masculine (Scheibinger, 1989). 

The emergence of social structures of the scientific enterprise (e.g. the 

formation of the Royal Society) reflected as well as fed these Images

(Haggerty, 1995).

Language used in the scientific circles also reinforced the masculine 

image of science. These ideas gradually took strong roots in the social 

milieu. Genderized language continues even today in science, perhaps in a 

less offensive manner than in the past. The objective sciences (mathematics,

physics) are dubbed as hard sciences with the implied connotation of beln)i

masculine, while the subjective branches of knowledge (sociology, 

psychology) are dubbed the soft sciences, implying that they are moic 

relevant to women. The stereotypes they generate are self-fulfilling, bat

lewer women opt for mathematics and physics than for other subjects (Jones

and Wheatley 1988).

The under-representation of women in S&T is often 'explained' by 

suggesting that there are biological differences in cognitive ability between 

men and women. Recent remarks made by Lawrence H Summers, president 

ol Harvard University, suggesting that fewer women succeed in science and

mathematics due to innate gender differences show that similar ideas exist In

the highest echelons of academia (TO1, 22/1/2005).

The issue of sex differences in cognitive abilities keeps raising its head
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regularly and is often played up prominently by the media (TO I. 7/2/2005). 

Research in this area has been by and large inconclusive. The differences, if 

any, in ability, lurn up only at ages when it is difficult to separate the effects 

of genetic factors from socialization. There mayor may not be biological 

explanations for sex differences in learning but it is obvious that social 

factors play an important role. From the earliest possible stage, girls and

boys are treated differently by those close to them, differing expectations arc

held from them and later, the mass-media constantly bombards them with

messages of what it is to be male or female in the society.

Ihc key forms of identified bias in textbooks arc (i) exclusion or

invisibility of girls and women from textbooks, (il) sex- role stereotyping, 

(ill) subordination ol girls or women to boys and men in text and pictures, 

anti (iv) lack of female figures in history (AAUW, 1992). These biases in 

the curricular material relate often not only to women but also to all 

minority groups (Sadkcr cl. al., 1989). Textbook analysis continues to show

the existence of these biases in Indian textbooks.

The image of S&T as male-only domains remains the dominant 

perception in most students' minds. Studies have shown that young children

given information of generic language such as "mankind" and "lie" draw

pictures of men and boys when asked to visually present the information or

story they had heard (Martyna 1978, ill Rosser 1993). How do students 

view science and scientists? In a study conducted at the Homi Bhabha 

Centre for Science Education (Chunawala and Ladage, 1990), girls and
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boys drew a male scientist, who was young and worked alone, ill a 

chemistry laboratory. They used masculine pronouns (he, his) when 

referring to scientists in the singular.

Not only the scientific focus and application but also the very 

conceptual organization of scientific knowledge, is influenced by the social

and cultural milieu of the time. Feminist theory builds on this insight and

examines ill detail how gender ideology permeates the social construction of

knowledge (Keller, 1985). With respect to technology the perception that 

what women do is non-technological persists, despite their involvement in 

survival technologies since the dawn of history. One cause for this

perception lies in the way we define technology. Even the term 'work' is

often reserved for those activities that result in monetary rewards or

payments. Women's work is perceived as 'domestic', and outside the purview

of technology.

Various socio-cultural factors keep women from entering fields that are

overtly called technology. One such factor has been the deliberate exclusion

of women from certain areas of work. Craft unions have played an active role

in resisting the entry of women into trades, thereby relegating women to 

unskilled jobs and identifying skill work with men. The gender stereotyping 

of jobs is remarkably ubiquitous and even very young children strongly 

project that there are different occupations for the different sexes. One result 

of such all-pervading stereotypes is that women may choose to avoid areas 

that are hostile to them directly and which indirectly the society is hostile to
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as career choices lor women. Ibis is confirmed by the low percentage of 

women entering, fields, labelled S&T. Women account for only 9% of the 

scientific personnel in India (Expert group meeting on training of women 

graduates in the development process, Thailand, 1999).

The gendering of technology occurs since technology is the product of

social relations and forces. Of all the possible technologies, only some may 

be selected, their development paths may vary, and their effects on different 

social groups may be different. These choices are shaped by social 

arrangements and are often a ref lection of the power structures in society.

7. MATHEMATICS

Everyone does mathematics, and yet, for many students within formal 

education, it remains a distant and inaccessible area of knowledge. School 

mathematics is given a prime place in the hierarchy of school knowledge, 

but it tends to get constructed as a closed system made up of rules and 

methods to be memorized, rigorous practice of skills and application of 

precise methods. This construction masks the relationship of mathematics to 

the organization of power and privilege in societies.

'The assumption of mathematics as a discipline exemplifying perfect 

rational and logical argumentation gives it an exalted status in the school

curriculum of the modem nation state, which places the rational, detached,

autonomous epistemic subject at its centre. This construction is premised on 

an understanding that mathematics constitutes the highest point of human

reason, that 'logico-malhemalical structures are the structures of rational
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thought' (Walkerdine, 1988, p.6). As Walkerdine (1989) elaborates,

Ideas about reason arid reasoning cannot be understood outside 

considerations of gender. Since the Enlightenment, if not before, the 

Cartesian concept of reason has been deeply embroiled in attempts to 

control nature. Rationality was taken as a kind of a rebirth of the thinking

sell, without the intervention of the woman, lhe rational self was a

profoundly masculine one from which woman was excluded, her powers not

only inferior but also subservient, (p.27)

l he historical evolution of mathematics as. a discipline has thus come to

define it as a masculine domain. Women and others without power in

society are excluded by this definition, as lacking in the rationality required

to access mathematical knowledge. In the case of women, this view acquired

legitimacy through notions of women's 'innate' inferiority which originated 

in the 19lh century and continues to circulate in contemporary times.

Willie mathematics appears to be value free and to report universal

truths, in reality, are based on masculine values and perceptions. The

construction of this 'masculinisl domain' is aided by the complete lack of

references in textbooks to women mathematicians, the absence of social

concerns in the designing of curricula which would enable children

questioning received gender ideologies and the absence of reference to 

women’s lives in problems. A study of mathematics textbooks found that in

the problem sums, not a single reference was made to women's clothing,

although several problems referred to the buying of cloth, etc. (AWAG,
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1988).

Classroom research also indicates a fairly systematic devaluation of 

girls as incapable of 'mastering' mathematics, even when they perform 

reasonably well at verbal as well as cognitive tasks in mathematics. It has

been seen that teachers tend to address boys more than girls, which feeds

into the construction of Ihe normative mathematics learner as male. Also,

when instructional decisions are in teachers' hands, their gendered

constructions colour the mathematical learning strategics of girls and boys, 

with the latter using more invented strategies for problem-solving, which 

reflects greater conceptual understanding. (Fcnncma, 2000). Studies have 

shown that teachers tend to attribute boys' mathematical 'success' more to 

ability, and girls' success more to effort (Weisbeck, 1992). Classroom 

discourses also give some indication of how the 'masculinising' of 

mathematics occurs, and the profound influence of gender" ideologies in 

patterning notions of academic competence in school (Manjrekar, 2001). 

With performance in mathematics signifying school 'success', girls are

clearly at the losing" end.

It is important to acknowledge that mathematical competence is situated

and shaped by the social situations and the activities in which learning

occurs. However, school mathematics has little relation to the social worlds

of children where they are engaged in mathematical activities as a part of 

daily life. Open-ended problems, involving multiple approaches and not 

solely based on arriving at a final, unitary, correct answer are absent in the
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way mathematics is approached in our schools. An overriding assumption

of school mathematics is that an external source of validation (the teacher,

textbooks, guidebooks) is always needed for mathematical claims. This 

approach acts to disadvantage all learners, but often acts to disadvantage

girls in particular.

Girls and Mathematics: Kaushal's Story

This is the story of Kaushal, who loves numbers. So good is she at

counting that her old grandmother, with whom she lives, always asks her

to do the daily accounts. Kaushal is 10. Her parents and her younger

brother live in a nearby city, where her father is a mill-worker. Her

grandmother works in the rich people's 'bunglas' during the day, and helps

with her studies every evening. Kaushal is proud of her grandmother, for

she can read and write, and only a few women in her basti can do that:

those who went to school for a few years before getting married and

moving away from their parents' homes have forgotten how to Kaushal

wonders about that: how can things that sit in your brain disappear?

Mathematics' is Kaushal's favourite subject. She likes it even better than

craft, which is easy and which the teacher always helps the girls out with.

She loves to come to the blackboard and solve sums in front of the whole

class. The boys who sit in front - the teacher calls them the worst

troublemakers - don't bother her too much, and the girls who do well in

exams are not as good as her in doing sums. During other periods, Kaushal

sits in her place at the back of the class and draws. She hates the noise in
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the classroom, and thinks that the teacher should, throw all the boys out. 

Most ol them are bad at doing sums anyway.

Ihc teacher always says that the girls are zero in mathematics, that they 

arc only interested in talking and playing. Kaushal hates this - after all, 

she's always getting the sums correct, right there in front of everybody! 

But what she hates even more is that the girls also say this, they are so

scared of themselves.

Her parents tell her that doing so many sums will make her brain weak for 

housework: will you teach your mother-in-law mathematics? they laugh. 

Some of her friends are already engaged to boys from their villages, and 

are going to leave school next year. Kaushal knows that her grandmother 

won't let that happen to her, at least not till she finishes school. After that, 

who knows? There are some jobs where they need girls who love

numbers.

FROM: MANJREKAR, 2001

Is it possible to think of a gender-inclusive and gender-sensitive 

mathematics curriculum at the school level which goes beyond textbooks?

Do we know enough about how girls learn mathematics, how they

approach problems, what kinds of problems they find appealing and 

challenging? Is it possible to think of a 'less masculine' mathematics?

Feminist mathematics educators are struggling to define what a feminist

approach to the study of mathematics might be. Some are examining the 

ways that females and males think and how they learn mathematics. Some
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are concerned with using women’s voices and their histories to identify 

important questions. Others are examining the language of mathematics to 

determine whether it is gendered.

After the 1986 education policy, the NCERT Department of Women's 

Studies published teachers' handbooks to address gender equality through

inathe matics, with detailed biographies of women mathematicians. Such 

efforts need to be revived within an approach to gender inclusion that moves

beyond quantitative representation, and brings in insights from girls' social

experiences" and particularly their experiences of dealing with mathematical 

problems in everyday life. Folk mathematics provides a rich resource to draw 

on for such an approach, and needs to be incorporated in the curriculum.

8. LANGUAGE

Language is an integral component of culture. It encodes a culture's values

and preoccupations and transmits and disseminates them. It cuts across all

disciplines, is basic to the construction of knowledge and has pervasive arid 

wide-ranging implications for gender relations. Hence it is very important to

examine how gender is encoded in language. Like other representations, 

linguistic representations too are a marker of women’s position in society. We 

need io question out commonsensical assumption that the sexes share "a 

common language". Existing language is patriarchal and inscribed with the 

inequitable power relations of society. Since language is androcentric there is 

a need to change it: to make it responsive to not only for women's use but for 

society as a whole. While gender differences are crucial in understanding
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how language I unctions differently, it is also important to remember that men 

and women arc not homogenous groups-they arc in turn defined by class, 

culture, ethnicity differences. I here fore it is essential that we recognize 

differences while rejecting stereotypes of sex difference in language use. 

Feminist critique of language can be mapped along several axes:

1. Feminist critiques argue that the fundamental semantic and grammatical 

structure of language construct male as positive and female as negative, 

attributing value to "male" qualities and denying them to the "feminine". 

Language functions as a carrier of ideas and assumptions which are 

naturalized and also reinforced through everyday exchanges. They 

become so conventional that we miss their significance. Sexism pervades 

languagc-it penetrates its morphology (eg. word endings), affects 

stylistic conventions and functions through something as common and 

everyday as the generic use of "man" to designate all humanity.

Similarly, in naming conventions women were traditionally marked 

either by their father's or their husband's surname-passing from one to

the other. The titles Miss and Mrs. indicate women's marital status,

whereas there is no such indicator in men's titles. Therefore the need to

sensitize students to the way that language functions and how it

entrenches ideas and naturalizes power differences is pervasive. This is

not just an issue of certain words being offensive. However, it is also

important to highlight that because these norms have been historically

constructed they can also be unmade - hence the need for feminist
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deconstruction and reconstruction.

2. Feminist critiques of language are also concerned with whether the 

world is "named" or represented from a masculinist point of view or 

whether they reproduce a stereotyped view of the sexes. "Names" are a 

culture's way of fixing what will actually count as reality. Il is argued 

that language does not merely project something that is out there and

already existing but also shapes anti constitutes it as well as our

altitudes towards it. Thus using language differently can actually change

conditions and situations. Students should therefore be taught that

language matters, not only on the superficial level of "political

correctness" but on the deeper level of changing attitudes and thereby 

situations that obtain in the world. Using the word "black" instead of

"negro" or "differently abled" instead of " disabled" or "sex worker" 

instead of "prostitute" is not just about greater social acceptability but 

about being aware of histories of oppression, segregation and moral

condemnation and the will to change it.

A critical exploration of the sexist terminology in the area of human

sexuality clearly illustrates how women's passivity is linguistically 

reinforced through the lexicon and its implications for the identity formation 

of boys and girls. The language used to describe intercourse whether 

colloquial or clinical constructs the male as active ("penetration" as opposed 

to "enclosure" etc.). Feminist scientists have shown how the language of 

biology reinforces these stereotypes in the sphere of cell reproduction too.
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Also words which arc "neutral" take on sexual also negative connotations 

when applied to women. Schulz points out how words like "professional" 

and "tramp" when applied to women mean, "loose woman". Also how 

certain words like "slag", "slut" etc. are only feminine in application and use. 

Parallel instances to characterize male promiscuity do not exist or at least arc

rare. I hese words are consistently used to sexually harass girls as well as to

regulate their sexuality.

Not only arc the girls subject to sexual harassment, but are also denied 

access to the language of sexuality. Women are thought unfemininc or 

coarse if they write or speak sex. The need to make a language of sexuality, 

physicality and bodies available to our students, particularly girls is 

extremely important. We have heard cases of young girl students falling ill 

because of their inability to articulate bodily needs, functions or dysfunctions 

particularly in mixed classes 'or in mixed pedagogical situations. Ihe 

language of sexuality in text-books is caught between the awkward evasions

of Moral Science texts and the clinical abstractions of biology books. None

of these address the ground realities of students’ sexual lives and particularly 

the socio-cultural aspects of sexuality as it obtains within entrenched gender 

systems. In a post-AIDS world, curriculum makers are waking up to the

need for Sex education. But much of this remains a strategy for crisis

management which has no overall vision and does not address the

specificities of students' lives and cultural and gender issues. Even as the 

media and the market bombards students with a new language of apparently
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"free" choices, consumerism, "emancipated" and "modern" sexual norms, 

students struggle to forge links between what they are taught through text 

books and in classrooms and what they experience in their daily lives.

Teachers, curriculum makers and text-book writers have to contend with this

new language of the media and try and develop a criticality in students

regarding these issues so that they do not get overwhelmed by the lure of the

market and its promises of "freedom".

3. The language of literature, conventional metaphors, ways of writing

also do not reflect female lives, bodies or ways of being. The language

ol female subjectivity is absent in traditional male dominated literary

discourse. This makes' the subject of teaching literature texts (which are

usually male authored texts, very few women authors are represented in

middle or high school "rapid readers" or literary selections) in

classrooms particularly challenging.

In producing text books for literature teaching as well as in class-room 

situations we need to question the liberal humanist invocation of "universal

values" or "human" values which refuses to take material distinctions of

class, gender, location or identity into account. This is an attitude which 

pervades much of our literature teaching in classrooms. Teachers struggle to 

explain why a poem about a bunch of daffodils that delighted Wordsworth is 

a "universal", "human" document that children from say West Midnapore

who barely understand the language must relate to. However this is not to

suggest that no literature other than our own or describing experiences not
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our own should be taught, or that "relevance" should be decided along very 

narrow utilitarian lines. But perhaps the same sense of literary merit could be 

communicated to the student without insisting on the "universality" of the 

experience (which may really be quite specific and alien as far as the student 

is concerned) and without insisting on a complete identification on the part 

of the student which only confuses and distances her. This is equally true of 

teaching male authored discourses where the specificities of the authorial 

position should be made transparent so that as readers the students do not

feel compelled to identify with situations patently not their own. However

this is not to say that they should not be encouraged to be sympathetic to 

these different situations. That would defeat the very purpose of teaching

literature which should ideally be a means of sensitizing students to the

specificities of human experiences and feelings.

4. We must address the issue of silence in women's speech and writing. 

Women arc silent because adequate words do not exist, because society

censors certain forms of women's articulation, because silence can

sometimes also be subversive. Yet paradoxically women arc 

slcreotypically characterised as garrulous and gossipy. But their speech 

is disparaged. Also women are associated primarily with certain kinds 

of speech like private confessional outpourings (letter, diaries etc.), 

storytelling etc. Most of these genres loo are not taken seriously. They 

arc "private” forms of language, confined to the home, family or the 

community. Women are rarely associated with public communication
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like religious rituals (there are taboos on women being ordained as

priests, articulating prayers or preaching publicly), political rhetoric, 

legal discourse, science, poetry. Female voices and concerns are absent

from high culture. But they are equally excluded from sub-cultures. It is

considered inappropriate for women particularly from the upper and

middle classes to indulge in swearing, joking, or using slang. There is a

need not only to make women's silences heard, but also to break them

by questioning taboos and dogma against women's speech within the

existing structure. Text-books should not replicate this system of

silencing and exclusion and teachers should sensitise students to be

aware of them in language and culture.

Traditional linguists have suggested that women's language is timorous,

conservative, overly polite, trivial in subject matter given to repetitive,

simple and illogical and incomplete syntax. According to Lakoff female

inadequacies of language are not markers of biological or "natural"

inability in women but are signs of inadequacies in culture which

socialises women as timid, meek and polite and deferential (which is 

part of the training to be subordinate). Other linguists have shown that 

women use language in a different way and have seen the difference - 

not as "inadequacy" but as a positive quality (Irigaray etc).These works

have challenged the male standards of "gooci" or "adequate" language

use. The fact that women ask more questions or use more "hedges" (like 

"rather", "somewhat", "you know", etc.) is not a sign of their insecurity
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but a mark of a more inclusive and less aggressive or dominating 

manner ol speaking. Perhaps it is crucial to reexamine the values which 

underlie a certain mode ol speech characterised as "male". So while the 

girl child should be encouraged to be assertive in class etc., she should

also be taught to question these values as the only desirable ones. She

must be heard and not ignored, but she must not think that the only way

ol doing it is by being confrontational or undemocratic. So 

appropriation of male prerogatives should go hand in hand with 

questioning the very rules of the game.

5. Not only in the realm of the spoken language have women been 

silenced, the written language has also been monopolized by the 

powerful. Women arc not the only group affected by illiteracy, but 

gender differences in literacy rates are striking. Where education is a 

scarce resource it is thought more profitable to educate boys. But 

besides economic compulsions there are political ones loo. Powerful 

groups fear that education can empower the powerless and incite them 

to protest. In this context the divide between written and oral 

communication becomes crucial In modern societies the language of

permanence and authority is the written language and it is privileged 

over the oral. This is problematic because the oral is the means of 

communication most easily accessible to the powerless. Perhaps both in

our text books and also in classrooms we need to be a little critical of the

written word in general and learn to challenge the dogmatic authority ol
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ihe book. While the students should learn to value the text, the power of

the written word should not overwhelm them or deafen them to the

possibilities of other forms of communication.
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After a thorough discussion of the Focus Group Report and preliminary study 

of the textbooks, the resource persons came out with a format to analyse the 

textbooks of classes VIII to X of Andhra Pradesh State Board. The format was as 
below

Textbook Analysis

Subject:

Class :

Medium of Instruction

Title of the book : 
Year of Publication : 

Publisher:

Chapter No. Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Phase II : The workshop was held for five days from 26"' of March to 30lh of 

March at IASE, Sanskrit Vidyapeeth, Tirupathi 
The objectives of this workshop were

to analyse the current textbooks of all subjects of Andhra Pradesh State 

Board of classes VIII to X.
to prepare general and subjectwise guidelines for the textbook writers based 

on the findings of the textbook analysis.

The resource persons involved in the workshop were

1. Dr II Nageswara Rao
Reader, M R College of Education 
Fort, Vizianagaram, A P

Da Vawayx
Lecturer, St. Joseph’s College of Education 
for Women, Guntur
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3. Dr Tara Sabapathy 
Dept. of Education 
Bangalore University 
Bangalore 560n 027

4. B Anupama Devi 
Lecturer in Social Studies
Sri Vidyalaya College of Education 
Tirupati 517 501

5. P Lavanya
Lecturer in Mathematics
Sri Vidyalaya College of Education
Tirupati

6. Prof.G.Vijayalakshmi
Professor, Head, Dept. of Education 
S P Mahila Visvavidyalayam 
Tirupathi

7. P Clara Hima B'ndu
Teacher, Gurukul English Medium High School 
Padmavathi Nagar, Tirupathi

8. Prof P Subbarayan 
Principal, IASE 
RSV Pradhan 
Tirupathi

9. Prof K Ravisankara Menon 
Dean, Faculty of Education 
R S Vidyapeetha 
Tirupathi

10. Rajanikant Shukla 
Reader, IASE
R S Vidyapeetha 
Tirupathi

11. R Deepta
Sr Lecturer in English 
R S Vidyapeetha 
Tirupathi 517 507

12. Perikala Venkata Rao 
Sr. Lecturer in Education 
Rashttriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha 
(Deemed University)
Tirupathi
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13. Dr Prahlad R Joshi
Reader, Dept. of Education 
R S Vidyapeetha, Tirupathi

14 Dr Mangala S M
Centre for Women’s Studies 
University of Mysore 
Mysore

15. Prof K Indira 
Director
International Centre 
Mysore

RIE faculty

16 Dr C Jangaiah, Programme Coordinator
17. Dr G Viswanathappa
18. Dr Asha K V D Kamath

As per the time schedule, different groups worked and analysed the textbooks of 

Telugu and English medium of classes VIII, IX and X. Lessonwise analysis and 

findings of each of the subjects of classes VIII, IX and X are given in the following

pages.

Subject
Telugu
English
Hindi
Telugu
Sanskrit 
Social Sciences 
Mathematics 
Physical Sciences 
Biological Sciences

Classes
VIII, IX and X 

-do- 
-do- 
-do- 
-do- 
-do- 
-do- 
-do- 
-do-

The analysis of the textbooks of different subjects has resulted in arriving at 
guidelines — subject specific and general, to the textbook writers. The following 

pages give the details.
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JELUGnU

Subject: Telugu Stream General Class : VIII

SI.No. Unit Page No. Observation Suggested alternatives

1

4 II

5 01-42

6 45.94

7 01-94

<5dd dSdspdj addj» Q)do£ue3 

dodod ftSoSoddSoda.

Sod°d&co, (Sct»S SosXSS 

&>o(&£)(5t SJ'd ^Soo ^)dj£uoo 

Oj'(6o3j ^rjodjeo rtdjiOoddSjdd.

Q(ds'dbd} Sj'd ^j)<5)£wc5 ^)odjt) 
ft Sj <J o d {& So Sd.

Hi £)So&>o «>oo»

srtortiujc^ Sjcudodajd^S^d.

Sdg ep'rtSDdodj Sx«4o S'Xb^d 
(9) 6>ddxicjj e»dj,S. S)Og irddij 
dodo 3^)03 «9oddo &pd 

^J)&)£U£5.

ridg 2J”fioe5'6 Sjjdo 10 S“d£ujoo 

spiSd* 90% ^jcOSjoo

dboddS rtSo^loddojoSa.

S”dg S)S£Sx>e5<£) uHeSSucO^o&J 

S0n” S33(dod23dc5d3.

<5dd iJ'OcJ4 2^3 dfP

^joASiS* 2J“fuodjdj.

Sos>d£ (ScpS SoshdS SjodOd* 

&pd *<O^cjSj d-crdgo SCjoSjO 

SooOd.

u)(ds’doo SSobooe?4 r3^t>& Sr-d 

esSs'^o gf)^ou)d5* SjoQd.

IIS £)So5oo Srd <3eofV><S'

Soo^doOSiS* aj’f'oodjSi.

Sdg ej'rtSiwSodj SSax>idjo&> 
&prt dr-do SC^oddS6

Wdod CPCCoSSuj.

rtdg ar>rto«5* ipd S*^X 

S'SSOJOO ddajodco 

ddoddd sncoodd* SJ-fbodJrd).

o>GSg SOiS^SjjeS'iO «sdj d(ddl3tU 

s96Sodon", 8JTP di3|dod 

ejddS* apfuodjdu.

2

3

b*



SI.No. Unit Page No. Observation Suggested alternatives

0.50 «sdi

O^o SocSfOodzj&ijfi. sriSd* 

ion aiotu c5.< s^ix^o dioOoidtSm

10. 6o_n>a’giji\uo& irrtSiiOL) »S5 

spc<8iix>i>oc5j ^)doSi)CjL) dOoOS) 

c5^i5§ flrroiS) 0i>6oidin0

i3£>2)<5o 238fti)l5>.

9. 5oB Sicroio £>0$©o<do$ 

wo^iood* («, a) d« iay"<&) 

riscrirdrato &}*<$ ^jdoSa iPdSiweJ.

d’d? ^j)i)go u)i>8 2pi> &J5j 

3a gdoo <j(e$o6* iurt iirjeo 

<j“d igi>} S3 aj’rborfjio.

di)oOi> d'feie fteyoio 

Sr<S OiSOo^ioO SSjj&S* 

arfborfoio.

d, iu^dj AD’Sj’dtsoi’5* d’do 

k>^§ ;bo2jo£>ou)i> Aa’ipdra 

a>d<!3 $)oSi> ifoco.
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Subject: Telugu Stream : General Class : IX

SI.No. Unit Page No Observation Suggested alternatives

l i <566 oJ“6eJ< aOdj" oj*)e3 666<5* ^J)Oj£oooSj gj»<i b-60 

g£)joo'ft.

2 6o£>6So6o, (S)o“i6 6o6v6g

6006© '3oAo«3c5t&P' ^j)6j£oj3

^)S5“jdo.

6od»o6g, [£jq“6 £oo5>6g 

6oo6©3s cjyjgo Sp6 esis’-tfo 

gfijOuP©.

3 CUds'dbo

$)o6ot> d6osr>do.

0(eis'6o<o £)6a5ooc566r> b^eoSo 

£>60 g£Ko66o »£)t>6i4aSoo.
9 oJ

4 ll ■3o<3£> bei (II )6'4 3£iaSoo

aoAaioeS* tiofi.

6066 lo^6‘£) 660600 sj“6 

tffcortoeS*^ 6oo(6o666oj.

5. b6g^j»rto 18 ejb£u“ woos’O'a)? au)j6 ao° 

£jx5iqoo '3o<1p b^oSo 600060

o’iu’o&ieaoe?6 o'AxkSS 6o(6o6S6 

sFcodXio £p£>2^ 6o£t°6. S9to6o«5 

^9606 60006606 &CT"£r,6£2O0 

Sj*6 (ritrodiSdOj.

6 £}<3g^)»rto 42 q3"O"}',6j £ir>66ejo ss6o

ssotfod* oo6o£>§ 6ooo6o£)69
66o6j"ou io’ieii) ri£n£)o66o

06666.

00606 63 to<)eo 666 (25*66(00)

D6o3o6ooo6o Sj-6 66q!©o6

606660° Ad'crgaSo 6lp66c5*

Aocpfi.
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SI.No. Unit Page No. Observation Suggested alternatives

7 56 ^^crgcdooeiSo XirdSero w<6> 

«so3<?no<6oG i M<6c3”a’,ru rfSoft

As>a'gcdjot)&) rOirdbco «<6o

Mo-JinoOodi) imiio'-icrejo ctTob

§’o«$3ooG to'io lxi> 'ires’—o / c-»

(b^Docp-fi.

8 64 £>6<3o3j°rjo «o-$£uoe5<

3lp>(<S^l) bBdodoo

^aSjdo m8G3G.

JoBdcdoo dr-cS l31}

arfboGooG.

9 66 6st’Q°gc&oo& br^oo :- «s^u

wo^oc?6 £)6i5cfijo dc&oft «9^

wo3o<3* ^j)du£k>o rb&ou)

Arj«5^b ^)o<Sbo rfiu^odtSo

asBftoG.

&6>cp,gc&oo& iirid^cw :-

ssocbd6 (<a) wo-tf&DjSodo

co^o^o Si-tP £>0Odibo sSadocSo

arrtootuoG.

10 Sxdc^rrto 01 43 iiOgsj’rto bocSj 3»do &G (10) 

(O’diucoj ^tp’jcoo. «sX) v‘>_,

£r)do£r du53c5.

Sxdeard £oodo d’G^ooGe> * o
d<6coo(<5o'j3a’ tScr-jf1.

11 47-95 £>iS;5 arrtod* 3n;to (10 ) 3G

b’diuJOJ d« i)£>

i>d3ajo;3o £r<3 ^)doS3 d»dooo6c3

crip-do.

(c3^) dbaoolp lO’dSmoi-M dnS

<6)OC5t,<D.

12 ■d’dg^jj^go

9Sfc>o

d’dg £$?5do 3^od wGjoii) ^Soo 

S(doc5* esocSdcp M(Sl)oe3 

^oeS&ro dSo^oGrf^ooO.

isjrfbooei6 5>Aaj §’orfo5ooG

£od ?oooo drcS <^)r6} i3(cSo

«5Cdo<3 aj’iboftuoG.

13 SG^&rrto 5,13,18

25,31,35

38,40,42

i)"n,go-’SSnj 03d (bbgaj’rioiSocb) 

■a£>2ZJ<3;5 Sir-Sotw «9^)joboo ^)doS3

drf3e5.

dbicr Su’&oo dr<5 <$)oi5

arrtoobooG.

~7 I



Subject: Telugu Stream : General Class X

SI.No. Unit Page No. Observation Suggested alternatives

1 1 o'bb sj^ ad dr1 ^doSuet i^odoei

fS clD 0 o 0 6 .

2m S/, 8b* ddOCUlS (cJ}> ^odbb4

ej’rbodjbj.

2 bod’d&eo, |SSqy»S> bod'dS bao<3£> 

£>do £j”d ^dobueS

rtbo?3’dbx>.m3*

bo£>dd)to, [ba«b boi>bS 

boobSe?* brd eJgpcO' b ■ 

^jobbS* bjobb.

3 0(6 66&c5* ^jdoSuci <$)o<$jej

fSiuOot5&)(2>eJ OqIOlOO.

b(ds'»dobjfi4 b’to 6,S Oi6s»©t3 

Sj'b ^)o55 zj’roodjbj.

4 VIII bob (bbd£>dboQ) ««<3 esoSoo 

bobo djcpSpdea SsA'j roo abgrofibb.

bjQcai)^ 6crt£pdra 

boroobuObb ^oSbfi6

ZJ-rtiOdob).

qcp £p>dro byrf^ roo.

5 07 XI aoos’dc «si3 Sbc&jijodJ

£)dob boaxodbbb Acrb’dro 

bJ\e55fo a£i£(lo ajdftbb.

(&bbr>oo5»do).

AbbJ’ SSeJOS’daUJ g’d&J ‘b")

bosjodabb ri»cysr“dcaex ird

^jodjb booOb.

Acj’b’dro bS b’S|& fi*bjrfbo.
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SI.No. Unit Page No. Observation Suggested alternatives

6. 12 ( c ) <3o£)o<3>

»9r3 ^)do£r £>02jo<5

3j<6, inBo&o 3’ii3 dpBg

£u’(eSi5j a£<><So a38Bi6£>. 

rboajcftobit) Socrex

rt£o£>ob<5o &3OR;C>£i.

^oGs’O’go ^iSic&od* £v& 

X>o2xo<dSxi6 Acj’Sj’draco

13 VII rdodooo rt^rarSoQ 3£iaiSxoe5' 

&?"& «9^)j Sra’oo ^)doSx £>o2jo(3 

2b <6 £>a’oo 2xp^25j S^x^iSe&o 

do53<\)od a VcSCi.

fbra&oO £)£xcfoo<5s dj’d ^><) 

S)ozjod3j^> &Q”£r°draco

aj’rtxo&xi&x.

rtbgo 96 V §o£> rt£uX)ot3S «s<3

soo^iLucj^tidj £i)<5o£i £>o&)oc5al);6 

Ao’S’draco 2b ai>£<$o 

&30ft;6e>.

103 XI wo^&oc^obo (MxdSo’ddiJ 9

sr,s’g£)§, 2>r8ds’d nj’S’g2)§) 

StoaioGoO^) 9o<&- rScFiydraex) 

c^jdbui <oo2jk>(dal}(6(»5.

10. 119 IX 3cj\’doo&> Ao’idSico S9^

wo^ixxccS* 2dB§©o£S£>o?d;6 

2)£iodj’co S^doii

SrozjobaxS^. O£)doSi ibozooci 

d’^eSoei1)^ £>£od dij'biejo).

(sj£rv> (Sir1 rdiu-raim) ad tx^o<5* 

dj°<3 £*£)_), Acj’oi’°^raoo dj°<3 

a&ryb ^oOa. rtuCT’aT’dra 

os’oA, S^ino’oft.

aidjtfj 2jo?jo<^)2b2) d»a’£r 

draco dj’<5 ab^rtuS* 2J°dbo<&)fSo.

i&’PetoeS^g ;3£od n3j»docc5s 

Jx^cdo dr><3 i<3”a’i6^rt<6L)

^©^ou) s>’Bo3odj <£2>3 bB^oiSo 

£>0$©oC;6t3* u’dboiSo^n.
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ENGLISH

Introduction

Education serves as a means of socialisation, social control and 

empowerment only if it caters to the empowerment of all sections of the society 

without bias and also only when it breaks the age-old discrimination against the 

marginalised like women, children and minorities. Otherwise, there is always the 

possibility of education becoming a means of reinforcement of the subordination of 
the marginalised. Hence, the directive of the NCERT to weed out gender 

discrimination in the textbooks.

Teaching of English or any language for that matter, in the context of gender 

parity and gender justice involves the following issues :

1. To see that the language used as part of texts or as part of exercises do not 

show gender discrimination.

2. To see that the examples given to teach various grammar topics do not 
reinforce gender stereotyping.

3. To see that the selections for the language texts show gender parity and 

gender equality.

Guidelines to the writers of the English Textbooks
The editors of the textbooks may be asked to keep the following issues in 

mind while selecting the text and preparing exercises for the text.

1 To avoid words reflecting gender bias like ‘mankind’ to represent the entire 

humanity and also the use of pronoun ‘he’ for gender neutral words like 
‘doctor’, 'driver', etc.

2 To show gender equity in the pictures given to support the content.

3. To avoid examples which reflect gender stereotyping like “Mother is cooking", 
“The pretty girt”.

4 To include selections on women and by women which reflect women’s views 
and concerns.

5. To refer to women by their first name not as Mrs.Sarma, etc.
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6 To have atleast one woman to be part of the editorial board in the selection of 

the textbooks.

Subject: English 
Class : VIII 
Medium : Telugu

SI-
No.

nit Page
No.

Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1. 5 A doctor is shown as a man. A clear 
instance of gender stereotyping.

One of the pictures 
could be changed to 
present a 'woman' as 
a doctor.

2. 13 A doctor is represented by a figure of 
a man. Another instance of gender 
stereotyping as well as 
discrimination

3. I 10 A ‘kind’ elephant has been given the 
pronoun 'he'

Better to change the 
pronoun to 'it'.

4. II 28 A kind' elephant has been given the 
pronoun 'he'.

Better to change the 
pronoun to ‘it’.

5. V 30 The listening passage of “the
Princess and the Pea" talks of a 
gentle, physically sensitive girl to be 
a ‘real princess' - a clear instance of 
gender stereotyping.;

Is it not better to 
replace the story itself 
with one which tells a 
woman to be 
intelligent than 
physically sensitive.

6. IV 36-37 The word 'man' is used to represent 
‘human race'.

Replace the word 
'men' with the word 
humans.

7. V 43 In the word division suggested 
between Mr and Mrs Daniel, gender 
stereotyping once again.

Mr.Daniel could be 
made to do some work 
in the example.

8. V 47-48 Terms like man-made suggest 
gender discrimination.

Replace it with 
human-made.

9. V 58 The example ‘Talk of Queen' also.
But the picture of a King alone is 
given.

Supply the picture of a 
queen too.

10 IX 87 The lesson addresses the student
But the pictures show the student to 
be a boy.

Include the pictures of 
women, rowing or 
running.

*7 S'



Subject: English 
Class : IX 
Medium : Telugu

i

SI.
Ho.

Unit Page
No.

Observation Suggested Alternatives

1. I
I

II

5 Reading passage colonialist in 
attitude.

Remove the story, replace it 
with another or at least 
remove the last three lines.

2. II 10 Listening passage gender 
discrimination in using man to 
represent all humanity.

Replace man with ‘human’.

3. VII

iIt1
i

64 Stereotyping in referring to 
'policeman'.

Could sometimes use the 
example of police women 
too.

4. III

111
1
•

23 Speaking Exercise - A typical 
instance of gender 
stereotyping -Mother cooking 
and father doing some 
important work.

Remove the term “some 
important work" as well as 
“Mother cooking”.
Instead other activities like 
reading or writing could be 
included in the example.

i
Subject: English Reader 
Class : X 
Medium : Telugu

I
SI.
No.

Unit
i

Page
No.

Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1 I The King 
and the 
Tamarind 
Drum
I
j

P.6
Learning 
words 
- 1

The exercise is an example of 
gender steoreotyping

An exercise on 
adjectives (other 
adjectives in the 
lesson can be 
given)

2. 4

I
l

i

p.35
(2(c)) -
pair work

The exercise “Lakshmamma 
burn/ her fingers when she/cook 
lunch yesterday - a typical 
example of gender stereotyping.

Change the 
exercise to 
Lakshmamma/ burn/ 
her fingers/ when 
she / try / to put fire 
out.

3. 5

I

41
Listening
passage.

The passage talks of the 
experience of Satish and
Meena. But it is Satish alone

Change the narrator 
Satish to narrators 
Satish and Meena.



who narrates the story as “We". I»
I
i

4. 5 p.49 The poem "Bangle Sellers” may 
be a famous poem but it 
reinforces gender 
steoreotyping.

Better to replace the
poem with another.

i
I

5. 6 51-57 The unit 6 has two profiles of 
famous men. It also gives the 
names of cricketers and 
scientists, all men - a clear 
case of gender discrimination

It is necessary to 
include at least one 
profile of a famous 
woman and list out 
women scientists 
along with men 
scientists.

6. Picture on 
the cover

The pictures drawn are
1. Tutenkhamen
2. King
3. Gender bias

The cover page can 
carry women | 
writers/ characters 
who are part of the 
selections of this 
text like Sudha 
Chandran or Emily 
Dickinson.

Subject: English Reader 
Class : VIII 
Medium : English

SI.
No.

Unit Page
No.

Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1. I P-6 Writing : has reference only to Hindu 
festival.

Can include festivals 
of other religions.

2. 1 p1 Girl is described "nice" and "pretty" - 
gender stereotyping.

The adjectives can be 
removed.

3. 4 P-21 'Man' is used to represent human 
beings

Can be replaced by 
the word human: 
beings.

Observation on the selected Units of the Text:
Except for the lessons - 1 Wealth from the Ground, 2. The Universe - which are 

gender neutral and the poem

11



“Home they brought Her Warrior Dead" which refers to a woman's plight as a 

soldier’s widow, all other lessons seem to present the stories of men and their point 

of view which is out and out biased as well as discriminatory.
iI

Suggestion : It is better to revise the entire text not to just include women as .

part of the study or just as a part of the unit but to represent their points of view 

equally
I
I

English Supplementary Reader I

Class VIII

Great Expectations presents the story of a Philip Pirip as he grows to a young man. 

Though, a classic, this text as part of the syllabus for VIII class maxes the syllabus 

one sided, biased and discriminatory

Suggested Alternative : Better this text is replaced by another more gender
l

neutral.

Subject: English Reader 
Class : IX 
Medium : English

i
SI.
No.

Unit Page
No.

Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1. I1(
8 At the 
Theatre

The poem is gender discriminatory 
as woman is called ‘half wit' and 'foul 
woman'.

Replace the poem 
with another.

i
i
j

The rest of the lessons are gender 
neutral. No lesson with women’s 
point of view

i
Subject: Supplementary Reader 
Class : IX

i
SI.
No.

Unit
I

Page
No.

Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1 8 56 The use of “pretty" girl suggests 
gender stereotyping

The adjective could be 
removed.



Supplementary Reader 2
Huckleberry Finn
First person narrative from the point of view of a boy. Does not have anything which 

represents woman's point of view.

Subject: English Reader (Main Reader} 
Class : X 
Medium : English

SI.
No.

Unit Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1. I (In
celebration 
of being 
alive)

13
(Language
study)

For teaching tenses, 
anecdotes of only men-writers 
have been used indicating 
gender discrimination.

Can include ah 
anecdote or two 
from the lives of 
famous women - 
writers like Jane 
Austen, Virginia
Woolf, etc.

2. II (Circus 
Cat, Alley 
Cat)

22
(Language 
study) (7)

"Managing Director" is 
represented as ‘her - an 
instance of bias as well as 
stereotyping.

Why cannot a 
managing director 
be a woman ?

1
1

3. III (Circus 
Cat, alley 
Cat)

23
(Language
Study)
(10)

Mentions 'spokesman'. Can be changed to 
spokesperson.

1
4. IV Mother 

Teresa.
32 (Word 
Study (b))

Describes 'Cab driver' to be a 
Man who drives a cab

Should be changed 
to “a person who 
drives a cab”

5. IV 35 (The 
Gallows)

Describes 'keeper' as "a man 
whose duty is to protect the 
birds and animals on private 
land”.

Should be changed 
to “a person whose 
duty is to protect the 
birds and animals 
on private land”

6. V (The 
Case of 
the
Defence)

p.44
(Language 
study) 3(b) 
(vi)

A comparison is made 
between 'Mother' and 
‘automation’. It is a clear 
instance of Gender 
Discrimination.

Remove the 
sentence

7. VII Fire in 
the forest

p.64
Language 
Study (12)

In a generalisation on human 
beings are referred to as 
'man'.

Replace 'man' with 
human being and
He with S/he. 1



8. VIII Vinoba

i

p.74
(Upagupta 
Notes and 
Meanings.

'Ascetic1 is described as a 
person who does not allow 
himself bodily pleasures.

Replace himself 
with himself/ herself

9 IX The
Beautiful
White
Horse

p.87
Language 
Study 4(2) 
and (9)

Jokes on women a typical 
instance of gender 
stereotyping as well as 
discrimination.

Can be removed.

10. X
Knowledge
and
Wisdom

p.97 Word 
study (b) 7

The word 'house keeper’ is 
word of bias and does not 
recognise the work done by 
women at home.

Change 'house 
keeper’ to 'home 
maker'.

Subject: English Supplementary Reader I Hound of Baskervillies 
Class : X 
Medium : English

SI.
No.

Unit Page
No.

Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Contains on the whole gender 
neutral use of language

Subject: English Supplementary Reader II 
Class : X 
Medium : English

SI.
No.

Unit Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1. 3 The 
day the 
Viceroy 
came

p.23 The meaning of spouse is 
given as wife.

It should be “either 
husband or wife" 
here ‘wife

2 5
Grooming

p.56

A
Comprehension

'man is used to represent 
the entire human race.

’man’ be changed 
to ‘human being*.

3. 5
Grooming

1

1

p.56

Vocabulary (B)

All the examples given have 
names of men - Gender 
discrimination.

Supply some
names of women 
for example.
1. Ram works in a 
factory be 
changed to Sita 
works in a factory.

go
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SUBJECT - HINDI 
CLASS -8

UNI? PAGE NO.

MEDIUM

OBSERVATION

-HINDI

SUG4GESrEj> ALTERNATIVES
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14 51

474 £|
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22 79-81

eTT^T 44747 1
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23 83-85
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CLASS - 9 

MEDIUM - HINDI
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SANSKRIT

1. While selecting texts from original work care should be taken to select non 
controversial issues.

2 In pictures - Both Boys and Girls picture may also be added.

3. In lessons like drama, dialogue the roles may be played by both boys and 
girls.

4. In editorial board at least two women should be added.

5. Dramas written from modern woman poets may also be included.

STREAM - GENERAL SANSKRIT

CLASS VIII

VIII - GENERAL SANSKRIT

Unit
Prose

Page No. Observation Suggested Altr?watv<

2 22 Dialogue
Mother -Son

Mother - Son and
Daughter can also be 
included.

3 26 Dr. Sarvepalle
RadhaKrishnan - Biography

Biography of women may 
also be added.

7 45 Lesson on Television
Picture- Television
Inside picture of a man.



IX SANSKRIT - GENERAL

Unit Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

5 38 Letter writing
Boy writing letter to 

his father

A girl may also be 
added

1
7 44 "

( A tree is equal to 
10 son's)

1
1

45

s

- 1
As a good son 

services the father, 
the tree serves 

more than that, so 
it is equal to ten 

sons.

The word 
* can be 

"replace by

srnWC \

46
c

Verse -
§r:i

. X-SANSKRIT GENERAL

Unit Page No. Observation Suggested
alternatives

2 5 Verse -5

The couple went to 
sages Ashram to 
get his blessings 
(to have a son)

3 14 Verse -27 (

i

<2>7



1

Part II
Prose
1

33 (9)

Let us pray god to 
have a son

3 43 A man sitting on a 
Arm chair reading a 
paper.

SANSKRIT
STREAM - TRADITIONAL 
CLASS -VIII

Unit
Poetry

Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

12 41 Verse (4): STORY
It is said that 
women always 
quarries with 
husband in home.

Prose
4

10 2 Letter writing
Boy to Boy

8 I 154 All the characters 
are Boys (Drama)

11 200

It man wants to go 
to heaven........

SANSKRIT
STREAM- TRADITIONAL 
CLASS - IX

Unit
Poetry

Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

2 7 Verse (4)..

The family will be 
destroyed by a bad 
son.

8 49 Verse -8
Women's are 
added in the list of



entertaining items i
5 147 All roles are played 

by boys
I

11 198 Verse -

(-Va \ \



SOCIAL SCIENCES

Introduction
Gender equality is one of the basic human values and the Focus 

Group on Gender Issues in Education of NCF 2005 has made a detailed 

report on Gender, Equality, and Empowerment. The gender issues are 

mainly of gender sensitivity, gender stereotype, gender discrimination, 

gender equality, gender parity and gender justice. As textbooks are 

important means to impart education at school level, it is necessary to 

analyse how gender issues are discussed in the school textbooks, especially 

in the secondary school textbooks.

Social Sciences is one of the curricular areas in school education. It 

draws its content from history, geography, political science, economics, 

sociology and anthropology and intends to enable students to develop a 

critical understanding of society. The social sciences also carry a 

responsibility of creating a strong sense of human values and generating in 

students a critical, moral and mental energy to make them alert to the social 

forces that theater those values.

In the following pages an attempt has been made to analyze the 

existing Social Sciences text books of class VIII, IX and X of Andhra 

Pradesh, keeping in mind the gender issues.

give the details and also specific suggestions for improving the 

textbooks by modifying the ways of presenting the gender issues indirectly 

and their convincing treatment in various contexts.

Based on the analyses of the Social Sciences text books and the Focus 

Grorgs Report on Gender Issues in Education a few guidelines have been 
drawn for strengthening the hands of the text book writers in dealing with 

gender issues.



Social Sciences
Guidelines onGender Issues

The Text book writers of Social Sciences are requested to consider the 

following guidelines with regard to gender issues.

Avoid Gender discrimination. Gender discrimination is obviously 

seen throughout the text book. For example which discussing about 
freedom struggle of India, though many women have participated in 

the struggle, the lesson indicates only Anne Beasant and Arccudale. 

But there is a need to give greater description.

- Avoid Masculine terms and use neutral terms. If it applies to both 

the genders. In many of the civics lessons, the head of government is 

indicated by ‘he1 but can be unplaced by ‘person' or he/she.

- Gender equality to be shown while drawing the pictures wherever 

possible show both the genders almost equal in number and give 

equal treatment for example in the diagram of state executive all 

members seem to be ‘men’ and then is a need to depict women also.

- Provide gender justice Though men and women take responsibility 

in the society, the work done by men are enumerated but not of 
women. For example, the lesson on cultural heritage of India gives 

the detail description of contributions of men only. It is also necessary 
to find out and write about the work done by women also.

°l I



Subject: Social Studies
Class : VIII
Medium : English
Year of Publication : 2006

Part Name 
Unit No

Page
No.

Observations Suggested alternatives

H-lll Among the 15 members Some more women experts
involved in writing the 
textbook only two are

need to be included.

women.
51

Under places of Interest in
Padmavathi Mahila
University has to appear in

Tirupathi S.V University is 
mentioned but Padmavathi 
University is missing

the list of institutions

H-IV 82
A reference is made to
Queen Victoria of England

H-V 86
In fig. 10 only men are drawn

Is it not fair to draw women 
too? Bogie model is

and not a single woman is important or travelers is
found. important?

90
Under literature, languages Role of women are also to be
and arts contributions of only 
men are discussed

narrated

H-VI 96
Role of Annie Besant is If there are some more ladies
setting up Theosophical at the local level who strived
Society and Home Rule towards independence may
movement is mentioned be included.

C-ll 123-131
There are nine photographs Is it possible to introduce to
of people but only one is of a the students a few more
woman. women socialists’.

E-Ill 174
Ajay bought 1 Kg of It could be as Ajay and Annie
Mangoes went together and bought 1

Kg of mangoes

Gi e p u lJP ’.Hi'oitj C ■. C WlCS t : £CoHOVnicS

9 2,



Subject: Social Studies
Class : IX
Medium : English
Year of Publication : 2002

Unit Page
No

Observations Suggested alternatives

H-1 73 Man's civilization. Man used. Man 
was a food gatherer

Man’ can be replaced by 
‘people’

H-1 74 Man reached the stage of food 
producer

It is better to use the word 
'people'

H-2 78 Man s hunter - stage It can be written, as hunter 
stage of 'people/ Human 
beings'

H-3-
4,5

81-117 No content related to women is being 
observed in the units.

A search is to be made for 
role of women during those 
periods and accordingly 
show it in the text book.

C-l 141 There is a mention of women 
participation in the Constituent 
Assembly

A mention of names of those 
women members and the 
work done by them as a 
member of constituent 
assembly may be 
highlighted.

C-ll 151-
152

150

'Rastrapathi' is depicted by He many 
times
Picture depicts only men

A gender free word may be 
coined for' Rastrapathi'. 
Women representation 
should also be shown

C-lll 168 Women representatives are shown 
through pictures in the State
Assembly and council, but none is 
shown in State executive and
Judiciary.

A few women pictures have 
to be show under executive 
and judiciary organs of the 
government.

C-lll I 170 Content dominated by the term ‘he1 He' can be replaced by 
person’

C-IV 185

187

189-
193

196-
199

Mandal Development officer is a 
'male'

Chief Executive Officer is a male.

All chief’s are males

Pictures are gender fair content is 
dominated by 'he'

Is it not possible to address a 
few positions to women?
He to be replaced by 'person'

^3



Subject: Social Studies
Class : X
Medium : English
Year of Publication : 2002

Unit Page
No.

Observations Suggested alternatives

G-4 30 Many of man's activities Activities of People
G-5 33 With regard to man and 

animal interference
With regard to
interference by animals 
and humans

H-5 188-190 Prominent personalities of the 
world.
All the 10 referred to are men

Some women
personalities are also to 
be included.

H-6 192-202 Under cultural heritage of 
India contributions and
achievements of only men 
are described

Contributions of women 
especially to art, bhakti 
and administration need 
to be described

H-7 H 204-217 In the freedom movement of 
India, among women only the 
names of Anne Beasant and 
Arundale have a reference, 
though a large number of 
women actively participated

Various roles played by 
Indian women in the 
freedom movement has 
to be described

C-3 238 When a person is illiterate, he 
cannot read and write

When people are
illiterate, they cannot 
read and write



Subject: Social Studies 
Class : VIII 
Medium : Telugu

First Published 1996 
New impressions 2004 
Printed at Prajasakti Daily 
Printing Press, Hyderabad.

Part & 
Unit No. age

No. Observations
Front

age
3 male figures found at 
cover page. No women 
representation.

Su ggested alternatives
Jhansi Lakshmi Bhai Photo 
can be printed.

14 members involved in 
writing the text book, except 
2 women all are men.

Equal proportion at women 
can be given in writing the 
text book.

Geo
graphy-

57

eidjjj^)Ot'^> infon-vToXiom

sSoSrv*
S) ■

So, this information should 
be included.

103 In this Unit, 3 photos were 
printed, all were men 
photos, no woman photo.

Economics 164

165

In the first paragraph

s£>ia5jcd svyeotS
In the second paragraph, t.

CTYiiCij cOo-Sotf
AXj ZTejot^ &;Sj'

X>c£ot3£
ins* i.rsx'cJrtTj -tuSj&oO’o ~>e>» ^Lo£ - 

R^° /'tSpJr&W-iUIn the last paragraph the 
last but one line.

Ar’ £ToX>«TfcL>.

The word can
changed as xS^*.

c£>r&£ro£>ip\5oC<0 £ofc>£u6-
iXj ;5\.>wC£o£> ojoG'^^cfSi

'S’V Sj’cSJ •XTkS.^v<j

Can be changed as sfe, 
Zo^do’

C-Tco.

In the last paragraph, Can be changed as <<<&,«.'
eOcX>5f ----- ---- "— —u,

=S%jt£i X»S^>otsXja?gjJ ?xSXj©t_o■ - o -- l"1 _ ' aS . ——' . ✓ . .. •» < .A x 4 XL ”0 '   _-t J£Ti3 3So<Lx> ^£^3-
7&Y»< A£,«Xjtj34

£) Ze5>cSj esL, Cc<^<ij - -•

eitpo-3

f. >l£a fajAz.

The below stated words 
have been used in 
domination of masculine 
gender. They can be 
changed into plural to avoid 
gender bias.

jj «»



168
I
iX- jSe^^zydjfij . tCC Zp-Sf )
aoXj^A” XAOfezij Z&&SJ wa£jr,lxAj 
^oVrX O’<£>3£> -fcx&x^tPdj. »e

XiOdli’A f3*cGtui> o%u.s£j 
z&Q ^Aj* ^,4c«T.

^XjZb J$jVQS»i
oiifc. fij’Xjfcd *<'<-'&jozvXn!j%><O

jSi-Xi.J'Xjj 5j CSoij'X &Xxj£j &£■ >£ 
&°6->. XejLek) SSraoi-S’X fJKje/ j

169 In the mid of the lesson
CiScorvfOYJZlj 0JOS ^->
£?ii Z£<iCJ ^45*^ ttf&£.ei~J.

S>»oiC'X z3°6jexj £?»£> r-^X^dj , 
dv'L «6^Gcu o’^r^wio ASo^Xj.

170 <3 Af 1 c&'z' avss
«—'

Toi'rT eS’cCxXiTT’
1

S'Xas T,Xj£r<, g’^'S'do.
171 co<^<5 <sS££3r£j coijj.isS <5^ £3 ,££/_> oJ cCXoz.Z «£tf£j 

£>!^£XAJO o3

173 ^o^jZtc^o^eJ The two
exercises gave with 
masculine domination.

3T«ui»rfoE? <S£&s^> /fe^a.

The exercises should be 
modified with neutra gender

(or)
equal proportion of 
importance should be 
given.
j^oSLcjetJ ^Xu.Xj zToTj.
S*d<i «£rzsj<i>^j’<sj.

II 174 In the example
u’^, gSjXTj
6'rX-> Xj £> 6^o t2 t3*rL>
S^jV^ XoXx>

& <O o tZJS o3*c£j
e^TT’Sy. ^oXio TSTjSS’^J

176 -vj £>*«>.3
. &CC? pJ^S

ti^.
<3 S' aS5”8i^O^f0'0J 'ccwplclt TT 

c^XeSr-XS JX-SeXa5^ t/J’cOcxE) 
expic^ ^o&Eb itoXce .

It should be changed

XaS^Tei -feociooX TSsjj'TJ^

III 183 - 
191

C\SjJ“-3fcT=\>rSj'Vvxj-/fcJ<5jXuj 
-l-TZG , xT?

"-J07.r"%S 3-eAj X-ex^).

Gender express r^aL/
v\tutroJ 7V c’x? Tj’/GotijoE).

192 &2t%'^C>tSr<' -fe>2iodj JfcoS9 KACxkx^) 
^evxhovt -rf-d’&j.

Should be changed

IV 193 ^’a&3io5j’£> T

7 &SJ,

Female representation 
should be increased.

194 •i^nT-Oz&G / K'AcUju 
* J



New impressions 2006 
Printed at Odin Press(P) 
Ltd., Hyderabad.

Class : IX
Medium : Telugu

ii

Unit
i1

Page

No.

Observation Suggested Alternatives

Geo - 
Qraphy
IV

1iii

22 The statement that *

■■ -

In this statement the 
word.. Atp/AJA- ...can be
converted as

VI
i
i1
I
i1
1
1

35 The
statements^ Aqa3 .. .

Gender biased.

This statement can be 
changed as
Sok2 ^8&G

'7’°^°...... «2jAj.b •

i
I
1

36 In the last line
9&ij^Zcb

Can be converted as
T^SaU /JO^I A>

1
i
1
i

37 The first line ‘
<,,G .

Can be the words

Changed into ,
Mo^o jM>&

— 79 In the second paragraph
fl® (t&Ai&fi

>(%ovi»2b.

This can be converted as

6j • -- ■ 9^8^A)

1I
i

80 In the paragraph of 1
IajI

This can be changed as

) <Zo2 6^ aSo 7&C £ •

^7



81 In the'.frAo'&dJo' paragraph
>££>j»A>.................

«5®Aj

- ■ • £M«A^8a° ^^2 

oijoAa.'’ll/ij

-------------- .------------- T t,1
A'i3ro 

. .

n® '/.“„.srJD)£>^,cjt>(b
1 !

1
82 The statement ‘ obc/UjAj

Aj

Can be changed
3-iiyo U^/Zso, ,

^Mo ^c -

83 In the paragranh of ^X^Xp'
<Aj«3<A)tcL> a^co^Sj^ &5^3a ifc9 

2>4b iS’jjLp’/ij, xW^)^ ij-1 W

ab/b^eJ O»-^^dzSI

>3^2 <bb ,> ) <i> . b>Ar?
&> *W*«k4D Kefo# !



Unit e3c

No.

Obs ev Vdll io n s (ag^ested Altersevtive_s

'XL - 28-
9vs W\<2 pCXNOQNCip^

r2?& ^oL)g\ ^c£i f

— do^OvS ^cSzoCbj <

^-o?| cJQT>
-°^ Ocvsooa^Aoo ^As&ou 

^o^cnL&o

<29

90
(SScrO^c^S^J <£l&CM

X3

LS

C0 An

u3

hJ D \vs vvs oA-\ nv\ S Q^ovchwg
IOoosqvs /TciAoS. aJo sepx'ievAqVtty 
«A uxwew X vs Qi/sA^cKsAVAjpA-iovvA 
G>/*COp\ >v\ AvsVOA

<A9
Tvs OMVLuQvA a2/\CCva cTnA/Qa Vicsvli 
/A^dfc'O SuftV^
e-#>^so Qo^Jj-vj/w SodSotAi 5X?w<. 
aix&aS-O -tiuAjfe-

Ci^? A (SfcSOC^ cxS XS_? "* v*\| 
fc»(gj-E.O ^O'otoa>vr' 
Qt>e''CAu?'cAj"^)^*-

T \\A

\oq>A \\w0\ cL pocu? ^oA-Ay'k

ei?A c^UcpJ-i?^ a Ajc-^^R^AjuA? T^t^j 
Ad £%pv5j
tSoJOx^e^a £^ArO) f ■■■. 7

CoxDC&'S loOTOCxS^tJS^ ’fcg’xio?!)

lAmSa^eo <2&^kj <iijc;V'fYY 
<^zA-cixxc&zJoYD ^’oi^c.'i 8§

Ci<3)VfX$’e’i?O 
bT5<i)O (^oJOT^O^E 
baxoo’boJoT) t^oo^ 

e<?e?<£i5-oS_>

C\\AC5

x \ u.9

Tvs -YXe seocjvxd vsxjc^opV 
•(O^'/GaCiA/vAq.AActvV) WXXA C^sjQjvx 
To W\vTOV<Xy ^lic^jvu, 'bookuXtn 

o\clAA£U fik \OcfVVSQJvA Tv\ TVo.
<: ov^AAVuqa/A AooevnYky. fc<A v\cj\ 
wl?M^CB\9ci CVAVJ vOOV/DV AOtW/vf 

‘ W AVsD VWOUUM AAQ-WlWVi

1- LLo v wicA' crv\ sVoo\9

Vxi (SvsdiO^ec)
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176
otaSxk>- 5^

<?>cgau§4) UxxSdjd,-

ro?^co^ rol^ Iko (Sokk
Sk6 &cg<Mk>
cStlgdj ■

I
177
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l^tk)$ cSfii^i i\)o\)(5ci\^)^i 50$...
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Un.lt 2 O • o> — Observation -Sixcjcjeste.d Alternatives
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2.7.3 the -pirst fvira, 

'n'iascu.line fender wore.

the paragraph can be.

changed dS -fosS^d>0
W.Co'nho TO’djCdo ^SrJJ^Oei"

^TdoJ <t3o03o ^vZT0 
Ao^o^^tPda. S’doMLa 

7Sv6jo3j Sb3 ta *—z
3<3oodooeh'> 3^600^ aSowxSoXS & 
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Itf. persons were involved 

in writing the book, but 
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be. included in writing
Ihe book.-

3 names exppear under 

delists, unjort unalelg 

dti 3re men.
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Subject: Social Studies
Class: X
Medium: Telugu
First published: 1998
New published 1999
Typing at Keerthan Graphics

I I

i . :
Printed at Prajasaklhi Daily Printing press, Vijayawada-2, Hyderabad.

Part Name 
Unit No

Page No. Observations Suggested alternatives
1

' : 1
History No information regarding status Should get information and

1 123-136 and conditions of women incorporate ini the textbooks.
11 143-145 1 1 ;
111 152-167 1 , ’

10 persons of famous persons of I ;
V 210-213 the world presented. But all Women representation should

were men be Hit At.

No women information in
1 * I

1
VI 233 ‘ lb 8 ci-J {pJCx) ’ 1

1' i
i; 1 '

No women writers names in
11 ‘1 1

1

236 of®8 Should be incorporated |
, I

i

i o e>



Part Name 
Unit No

Page No. Observations Suggested alternatives

250 No women information in Should include the matter of
National movement. women’s status and role at

National movement

268 18 famous freedom strugglers 
information but among them 
only 2 were women

It

271 No information of women at 
Independent India

K

Civics 282 In the second paragraph the word
1 ft)O

frJwKl X, ,

should be deleted

286
cS •

In ‘National Integration’

c£?°<L7

j’io ii

<d/c3oel)
nJ .

290 In the fill in the blanks the 6lh -

one

iuj <?.O <dii)

f 1
.—_____ ,3(x£?/>u iiloj -------

Part Name 
Unit No

niodj/oj /uozS

Page No. Observations Suggested alternatives

292 In limited Govt concept

Qx M <3jj. 1 /r’c&LpOeo

/jwLx&j cpfcjb^ fp^o PC Cf>60(^0 J«9

294 (last para, last lines)
- ^<1%

it6,

<6<2j»Xl s A________ WArzij Pz&j
--------- ------- ------------ __________

107



I
I
i

295
297 J

In the figures of voting process 
no women representation

i
i

In the figures women 
representation should be given

i
I

298 In the last paragraph
AT?

Wa a{ ng#

i i
i

i

4fl

V 331 In the second paragraph Can be converted as yf
4)1 toh8^

VI 354 In the second line of the page
1

Can be change as
oPoS^Ao /xAjJe) Aj’? y-M^riijcrDeG

1
Part Name 

Unit No
Page No. Observations Suggested alternatives

i 14 members involved in writing 
the text book; 1 women + 13

Women representation should 
be increased..

men

Artist is one person that too 
male

to%



MATHEMATICS

Introduction

Equality among sexes is a fundamental right under the Constitution of India 

In addition to making provisions for equal access to education to both boys and girls, 

it is necessary to remove all aspects of gender - discrimination and gender-bias in 

school curriculum. It has been a past observation that textbooks are gender biased. 

The NCF 2005 has paid special attention to this aspect. The workshop primarily 

identified 6 gender issues that need to be addressed : 1. Gender sensitivity, 2.

Gender stereotyping, 3. Gender discrimination, 4 Gender equality, 5. Gender 

parity, 6. Gender justice.

School Mathematics is accorded a pivotal place in the school hierarchy of 

subjects but it is generally considered to be abstract. It is treated as a subject with 

lots of axioms and theorems, rules and methods which require a lot of skills and 

applications. Maths appears to be value free and an exact science which reflects 
reasoning and thinking but in reality it is also ‘masculine dominated'

In order to make school textbooks gender - inclusive and gender-sensitive a 

detailed textbook analysis of the A.P High School textbooks (EM and TM) was 

undertaken. The following section presents a detailed description of each gender 

issue as reflected in NCF 2005 with suggestions and alternatives.

List of Mathematic referred to in the textbooks

Class VIII
SI.
No.

Mathematicians Page No. Gender

1. Heron 53 Male
2. George Cantor 72 Male
3. John Venn 85 Male
4. Leonard Euler 85 Male
5. Eratosthener 112 Male

IC^



6. Euclid 219 Male

7. Thales 219 Male

8. Pythagoras 219 Male

9. Plato 219 Male

10 Bhaskaradu 220 Male

11. Aryabhatta 220 Male

12. Brahmagupta 220 Male

13 Mahaveera Charyudu 220 Male

14. Sridharacharyudu 220 Male

15. Bhaskarudu II 220 Male
16. Narayana Panditudu 220 Male
17. Muneeswarudu 220 Male

18. John Playfari 224 Male

Std.IX
SI.
No.

Mathematicians Page No. Gender

1. Pythagoras 16 Male
2. Archimedes 89 Male
3. Aryabhatta 91 Male
4. Varaha Mihira 91 Male
5 Aryabhatta II 91 Male
6. George Cantor 137 Male
7. Rene Descartes 153 Male
8. Arthur Caylay 184 Male
9 Blaise Pascal 378 Male
10. Gottfried Libnite 378 Male
11. Charles Babbage 378 Male
12. Alan Turing 378 Male
13. John Von Newmann 378 Male

Ito



Std. X
SI.
No.

Mathematicians Page No. Gender

1. Blaise Pascal 88 Male
2. Cavalin 115 Male
3. Isaac Barrow 115 Male
4. Newton 115 Male

5. Leibnitz 115 Male

6. Taylor 115 Male

7. Euler 115 Male

8. Cauchy 115 Male

9. Bernouii 115 Male

10. Manjula 115 Female

11. Bhaskaracharya 115 Male

12. Archimedes 125 Male

13. John Daintith 125 Male

14. Nelson 125 Male

15. Carl Fredrich 129 Male

16. Thales 161 Male

17. Rene Descartes 216 Male

18. Hipparchus 234 Male

19. Arthur Caylay 351 Male

20. J J Sylvester 351 Male

21. Jacobi 351 Male

22. Cauchy 351 Male

23. Heisenber 351 Male



Guidelines for writers of Mathematics Textbooks
1. Gender Blindness (Invisibility) needs to be avoided. in mathematics 

textbooks, there is reference/preference to masculine gender but a very 

limited reference to feminine gender. It is noticed that the problems very 

rarely refer to women and it appears that they are more existent. This trend 

needs to be altered.

2. Gender stereotyping needs to be avoided. The textbooks cast males as 

strong (physically), active and work oriented and in contrast portrays females 
as pretty, less active' and saving oriented

3. Language bias has to be paid special attention to the language used in 

Mathematics textbooks needs to be modified to make it gender fair The 

textbooks specially in Telugu medium refer to the learner as ‘he’ Pupils/ 

students are also referred to as ‘he’, workers are ‘men’ This sort of 

masculine’ bias needs to be avoided. The exclusive use of masculine terms 

and pronouns, ranging from our forefathers, mankind, and businessman, 

trade, labourers to the generic ‘he’, denies the full participation and 
recognition of women.

4 Inclusion of women mathematicians is recommended. The contribution of 

women mathematicians needs to be emphasised. It is saa that not a single 

woman mathematicians contribution has been mentioned in any of the three 

textbooks of A.P.Govt, publications. A serious effort needs to be made to 
identify and include the same.

5. Everyday applications with gender sensitivity has to be incorporated The 

processes underlying everyday mathematics done by women within the home 

(like Rangoli) and outside (in the market place) needs to be included.

6. Care to be taken to avoid gender discrimination In presenting real life 

applications, care should be taken to present issues without discrimination. 

For example, problems showing fathers being more capable than mothers or 
fathers doing work faster then mothers should be discarded

11 X



Subject: Mathematics 
Class : VIII 
Medium : Telugu

Chapter/Unit Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Unit 2 p.21
Revision 
Exercise 1 
Problem 
No.25

ert £eo d_) 

ej&asodj. ■

j
p.22
Exercise 2
6 problems

1sl, 2nd and 3rd problems -
gender free.
4th problem - male names only. 
5lh problem - cricketer only 
male names. n
6lh problem - V C30 x^C&XjoO-

-Girls.

A \3 i TocSjeO

113



Unit 2
1
26 and 27 
Exercise 8

I81 problem -

4th problem -
- - •

5th, 6th, 7th, 9"’, 10,h problems - 
male representation

(fO O^J tO Q./^

S^x^o •

‘too6acS^
p.31 13lh problem: rOt^^y<2J/Tl

-Sco^eS
--------- - r ■

■frS 4^ oS<^
p.35-36 
Exercise 12

1sl problem:

t-XOwpVL '. CUcrOC^^j
*Q3q ^3^3 

7oL

2»* problem :

r>

o3ro<£ oJjj

3ra problem : Me&>

4th problem:
, c^djojjr

L 7
5*" problem : epc^n

cz>e£&? - - •
I ^c^aoTj
I

i V problem : Toifko WobiS
er»_. . SpeiA?-- .

-1—jp.__________________

\------ccb—==»^---------
\ ^rO©0§)

7 Problem: co^gb, 
ff°ar'Oc,:i,?:

\ ” H

8"' Problem : looPri^

9,r problem : 2cl4^O

& ’ ^QJ^SL)

- -

S™X
p.36-38

b
1st problem

Example : ivtodJ S^QNyi

, ?>S^)

1U/



3™ problem : cso^c,;^, 
OotOcLaj

4,h problem: A^OcboSo >
i£&$o3) 1

p.39 5,h problem: 'CbM^.Copi.

6"' Problem :

Ex.3 Satyam, Sivam,
Sundaram.

&& 65) ^25Oo£ >

i
' I^q-42 

Exercise 14
151 problem a.b.c.d.eSA’s and
3’s. - Male representation 
e CdsSudSSd,

t

£3c£ob<2>

io &$£)&> i
1

2nd problem : Murali Srikant,
Anil - male representation €&) Sc6->Jpcf* 

•ircv’i.?)<?549
3rd problem - P.Q. Zo £

(£3aQl^k3 TiODjJ).

4"1 problem - Ramya, \ cxASeX10

/ pi Ao

7lh problem -

£>^75O<£

r- 73*
oSor)&/5^r? 
-uncb "Leroci fie ■

8,h problem-

10th problem - Amar, Akbar,
Antony - male representation

I J

12th problem - A's and B’s
J

9th Problem :
*1 Aon

\ 0 kou xdoSonejc^j
3b o Lx)53D

-----

r>'^7r r r
7 ivrO OO rOcOO e«o
^<>oSlc>i-jc'c&.



--------- 1------------ 13lh problem : 12 men and 8
women

14,h problem : 10 men and 15 
women

“V----- -------------- —
Relative
Speed

45 Example: A and B.
Problem: 14 *P'
Problem 15 ‘A’
Male representation

Subject: Mathematics 
Class : IX 
Medium : Telugu

Chapter/Unit
|

Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Unit 4 Sets
i

Ex.2 p.142

Cepapo?^,-

Problem 3
‘loi 50

* c^5D<s<xSc3.r*T>' - -

Reference to Boys 
-> could be 

, students.

Unit 7 :
MatricesI

Ex.2. p.201 Example 1 . Miss Anitha buys 
vegetables. - Gender 
stereotyping

r\Oo6je*j •

Reference to girls to 
buy vegetables/ 
groceries could be 
gender neutral - 
Anitha - person.

—-•> c6yC

Unit 11 
Computing

p.424, 
Example 4

In a game of cricket..... gender
stereotyping.

J Either girl / boy

Game of cricket 
need not always be 
represented by 
men/ boys.
Girls also play 
c^cket A

Subject: Mathematics 
Class : VIII 
Medium : English

Chapter/Unit Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Unit 2
Commercial
Mathematics

p.20, 
Revision 
Exercise 1. 
Problem 25

The problem refers to saving 
scheme, whereas all the three 
names are women - Gender 
stereotyping.

Could you use the 
name of a man in 
addition ?

II 6



Ratio/
proportion

P-21,
Exercise 2,
6 problems.

1st, 2nd and 3fd problems -
Gender neutral.
4lh problem - male names only. 
(Gender blindness.)
5"' problem - cricketers only - 
male names.
6,h problem - saving schemes 
-girls.

The first 3 need not 
be A and B. officer 
and clerk, selection 
candidates could 
name by giving 
equal weightage. 
Female cricketers 
and men savers 
could be 
incorporated.

Proportion p.22-23 
Exercise 5

Gender bias - unequal 
representation :
1s' problem - No. of men and 
work done.
2nd problem - Men : work done 
3'd problem - Men : dig a ditch

Need not refer to 
men only for all 
jobs. Could add 
women or replace 
with persons.!

I
i

Compound
proportion

p.24
Exercise 6

Gender bias - blindness
2nd problem - 10 men lay a 
road..
3rd problem - 24 men work ...
4th problem - 175 men dig a 
canal . ...

Should equally 
represent men and 
women in all jobs.

Profit and loss p.25,
exercise 8

1st problem : An animal
trader....his
4lh problem : Gopayya bought 
a house.
(Only male references)
2nd and 3rd problem - gender 
neutral.
Example : Trader - his.

Should give equal 
importance.

p.26 5th: A mechanic.... his
6th: a trader......his
7th : a fruit merchant ....his 
(Only male representation)

Please provide 
reference to
women.

Compound
interest

p.33-34 
exercise 12

1st problem : Ramayya
borrowed......
Example : Yadayya......
2nd problem : Sitamma 
borrowed....
3,d problem : John borrowed 
from James.
7th problem : Ramu borrowed 
from Gopal.
4th, 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th 12"1-A

Equal
representation
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borrowed.
(Only one representation to 
women)

Partnership p.36-38 
Exercise 13

1sl problem : Gopal and Bhupal
- business
Ex. Rani and Vani - vegetable 
business.
3,d problem : Rama started and 
business and Rahim joined.
4th problem : Lal started...Paul 
joined.
Ex.2: Raju : Ravi . Rita : Bala
5,h problem David and Gopi
6th problem Arun and Varun
Ex.3. Satyam, Sivam,
Sundaram
2,7,0 : A, B, C -> Gender 
Insensitive.

There is marked 
reference for men 
and reference to 
women in one 
problem only.
Women referred to 
in vegetable 
business only.
Women and men 
can be shown to 
have business 
partnership also

Time and work p.39 to 41
Ex. 14

Problem 1 : a to d in terms of
As and Bs
1 e - Ramu and Bheema 
Example 2 . A & B, B & C....

2nd problem Murali, Srikanth
and Anil.

4m problem . Ramya and
Shubha

Can give equal 
representation to 
women also.

7th problem Sankar and
Vishwanath

8lh problem Yadayya, Appadu
and Venkanna.

10lh problem Amar, Akbar and
Anthony

13ln problem : 12 men and 8
women.

14ln problem 10 men and 15
women

Should avoid such 
disparity problems

9lfl problem Your mother can
do a piece of work in 8 hours 
and you can do it alone in 12

Delete such 
problems which 
discriminate

lift



hours....your father joins... etc.
-------------------------- L__ ____
between mother’s 
and father’s 
capacities.

12,n problem : A and B 
....joined by a boy..

Avoid reference to 
children as 
indulging in work

3rd and 12m : P and Q ....
A, B and C 
(Gender insensitive)

Can try to be j 
gender sensitive.

Time and 
Distance

p.41-43
Exercise
:15

Example 2 : A pupil walks from 
his house., his house to 
school
6lh problem ' A train crosses a 
man
2nd and 3rd : A person, I.

In all these 
problems, reference 
is either to a male/ 
person or 
impersonal/ 
inanimate A or B.

Relative
Speed

p 43-44 
Exercise 15

Example : A and B.
Problems 11, 12, 15, A, B 
(Gender Blindness)

Care should be 
taken to include 
girls' names, 
women reference. 
Avoid being 
impersonal.

Subject: Mathematics 
Class : X 
Medium : English

Chapter/Unit Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Unit 4 : Linear 
Programming

Exercise 3, 
103

1. A certain manufacturer has 
... . gender neutral.

2. A shop keeper sells......him
a maximum profit. (Masculine 
reference)
3. A sweet shop makes gift
packets.....(Gender neutral).

Three problems - 
gender neutral or 
gender 
stereotyping
Can’t women be 
manufacturers or 
shop keepers, etc ?

I
i

Unit 9
Trigonometry

Example 1: 
p.262

7wo boys are on opposite 
sides. ...which the boys are 
separated.

Reference/ 
preference for 
women should be 
given.
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ChapterZUnit Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Linear
Programming

Exercise 3 
p. 106-107

Problem 1 A certain 
manufacturer ...find his ....? 
Problem 2 : A shopkeeper 
....him......?
Problem 6 : A furniture makers 
.... he...... ?
Problem 8 : A furniture dealer 

he ?
Problem 9 A manufacturer 

. his .?

All these problems 
reflect gender 
stereotyping
Can't women be 
manufacturers ? 
Ensure equal 
representation for 
men and women.

Trigonometry
1
1
1

p.272, 274, 
275
Exercise 7

Example 1 : Two boys .... 
Problem 6 A man

Reference can be 
made of women 
also

TeTu-gu-
Chapter/Unit Page No. Observation Suggested

AlternativesUnit 1 Page 1 ii s3'"3 i £kj ■ ■!M can 
c\c.iaJ.c. A. Lhe e.3 Example 3 

for Truth 
value of the 
given
statements.
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13p

Page 26
io 6 = £ "3 ft „ £2^^

6 f&9 1_> tv / u
Page 36 t should be 

mentioned by 
name of an 
individual instead 
of 3/

13(i) te'Zs a=> £ "2^ k * •/
(iii)

* /. XV Al .
• # '

(iv)
^t?r> '

•I

(xi) . ® **-' «Sb6aG.
& n e<Ai«r« 7^ AJ •

M

■ (xii) X/Sj fiddo tv 4/2°
a *• C27 C O TO i; o fc, 1

h

10 (viii) - -• &t4 & tiroj-i'
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- .. ■& & ‘^’"
<ic»C£U '

. .. gti&J • • • •

It should be 
mentioned by 
name of an 1 
individual instead
of '«»-*“-/> 1

Page 83

Problem 3

i ■$ oAj <SGj O'
>■ -•

&e>A
A ei £ "51 tv

■■■
1

. . . c^xP^ot/^oCU

1
i Problem 14 ' . • & K e?u fcS
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Unit IV Page 127

E xercise 3

Problem 2
I
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Problem 6

Sf ■

• * • ?5^2 6 c^otz-
^3 • • •

Unit V
1

ST°<

Page 144 Mathematicians:
Cavalier 1635 AD Issac
Barrow 1669 AD, Newton 
1642-1727, Leibnitz 1646- 
1716, Taylor, Bernouli, 
Meclarian, Yuler

Indian Names
Manjula (932 AD) 
Bhaskaracharya (1150 AD)

No woman name 
in general and
Indian woman in 
particular The 
names from 
NCERT’s book on 
women scientists 
and
mathematicians 
may be included 
related to the area 
of learning.

Unit VI Page 163 
(Progressions) 

Example 10
. rae>eo£- .. . ,‘K»“fe<soe,

=3 Jb- ••• A)-

• •• t o

Names may be 
included one from 
male and one from 
female

Page 176
Problem 14

S'

Gender bias. The 
names may be 
introduced

Unit IX1 Example 3 
Page 321

..................KcSCjS Q£> •
Names may please 
be introduced

Page 322-323 
Exercise 7

- u

Ti i R* L> & Lky’kj •• •

Unit XI 
Matrices

Page 362 
Exercise 2 
Problem 10

Unit XII Page 381 
Example *

SP3 <£” ‘Ti £3 0ZkT»
Soo^b-^A ■ •
A Xa A 'I 0-4 0 ’ft-J

The gender 
reference is boy.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Introduction

Though the women constitute 58% of the population but not represented 
in textbooks, the International Conferences and Human Rights are emphasizing 

the three aspects - Education, Equality and Development. The Article 15 of 
Indian Constitution also is insisting on the equality of sexes in all respects. Even 
National Policy on Education 1986 stressed the importance of removal of sex 
bias in all educational endeavours and need to empower women and enhance 
the self confidence among girls and women. The National Curriculum 
Framework 2005 paid special focus to remove gender discrimination in education 

- its curriculum - activities - curricular transaction - extra curricular activities and 
so on. They have identified 6 areas in this field namely, 1. gender sensitivity, 2 

Gender Steoreotyping. 3. gender discrimination, 4. gender equality, 5. gender 
parity and 6. gender justice.

The subject of physical sciences plays an important role in providing the 
basic fundamentals of the subject like Universality, Experimentation, Cause- 
effect relationship, observation, objectivity and so on. From this point of view, the 
analysis of the textbooks - which acts as guides to the teacher for all 
transactional purposes was carried out and necessary guidelines are provided 
herewith. The information or the subject knowledge provided in these textbooks 
should be free from any bias and provide the basis for inculcation of right 
attitudes among the children. Only with this introduction the subject of physical 
sciences was included as one of the school subjects particularly at secondary 
level. More over the adolescent children should inculcate that all are equal in all
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respects. Only with this intention, the Physical sciences textbooks of classes 
VIII, IX and X of A.P State both Telugu Medium and English Medium were 
analysed and the guidelines are suggested to the text book writers. Though the 
subject of science looks to be value fair and an exact science which includes 
reasoning, logic and thinking, but in practice it is not like that. This subject is also 
male dominated’ if it is critically analysed. A detailed description of analysis is 
presented in the following pages with a few suggestions and alternative version 
for the actual working/ language used in these pnysical Sciences textbooks, the 
examples given and pictorial representation of the ideas as shown in these 
textbooks. The analysis done includes how the male and female characters are 

depicted and how these things can be modified from gender inclusive 
perspective and to remove gender stereotyping as per the change that are being 

taken in our environment and society as such. Even the students should be 
aware of all the changes around them and these textbooks should transmit and 
act as real models in formulating the right concepts among the learners.
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Subject : Physical Science 
Class : VIII 
Medium : Telugu

Unit
No.

‘age
No.

------------"—------------------------- -
Observation Suggested Alternatives

1

L
n 11
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..........? -
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Subject : Physical Science
Class : VIII
Medium : English

Unit No. I1 age
No.

Observation
‘ T"

Suggested
Alternatives

Unit 3 
Kinematics

25 3
c

.1.2: Can your...................7 No, he T
an’t...... r

riend may be female/ 
lale.

Unit 3 
Kinematics

33 1 V : Solve the problems : t
l) An athlete runs........Calculate his
speed.

\ few of these 
;xamples may be of 
emale also.

Unit 5 
Centre of 
Gravity

and
Stability of 

bodies.

47 Introduction : Person walking on a 
rope is male.........

Unit 6 
Fluid 

Pressure

58 6.2.2: A person immersed in water 
.......... from on his body.

Unit 6 
Fluid 

Pressure

61 6.3.1: If a person is in space 
....That is why he ....

Unit 7 
Heat

77 IV. Solve the problems:
1. The temperature...............
Calculate his temperature ....?

No need of 
mentioning patienlias 
male it may be 
represented as neutral.

Unit 8 
Waves

80 8.1.3: A Person in a queue ....the 
person 13 in front of him.

One may be of male 
and the other may be 
of female example.

Unit 9 
Sound

84 Transmission of sound in air - 
Male.

Unit 10 
Fight

88 Visibility of objects in a dark room 
when light falls on them - Male.

93 Position of image on a plane mirror 
- Male

93 Periscope formation of image- 
Male

94 Formation of multiple images on 
inclined mirrors - male
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Unit 12 
Electricity

119 12.2.3: A person swimming....with 
his hands.

B. Modern 
World 

Instruments

129 Telephone - Female

130 Telephone and Receiver cables - 
Female and Male.

130 Wireless and Radio Broadcasting 
Female

131 T.V.Broadcasting and Receiving- 
Male
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Subject : Physical Science
Class : IX
Medium : Telugu

Unit No. Page
No.

Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Unit 4 54 Ex 7 : 60 Kg x x
15 in - ,

') d)o&?

«?<ts Z&iZ <o«U8So&7 
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Unit 5 
r>6w clV)CX~£

62 Female representation : 
woofto7  ̂tig &c?£r6czcy

Chemistry 
Unit 1

149 In Example A, —’ q —, _, , o

J3 -P  ̂ V

lnEx:C> 2^67

r&o-^

Unit
2

19 p (.— ,, , Boy
[f^oh (dPnh

Unit
3

182 2Oo(^cj 4 B°ys

188 cJOc&rti e^o2Boys
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Subject : Physical Science
Class : IX
Medium : English

Unit No. 1 ‘age
No.

Observation Suggested '
Alternatives

Unit 2
Measurement

17 spring balance - Boy

Unit 3 162 1 pairs of Boys in Ionic bond.
■ ■■■■■ :---- - C. — . - . — -

Unit 5
Simple

machines
and

moments

I
1

56 - A housewife applies....................of !
the churner. i

t

t may be represented 1

is neutral not 
nentioning particular 
gender like ‘while 
churning’. There ip 
no need to use the 
word ‘housewife’.

Unit 1
Behaviour 
of Gases

132 Ex: A. When a person......his
required direction.

When a person travels 
against the wind on'a 
bicycle, it is necessary 
to peddle hard to mbve 
in the required 
direction. If the person 
travelling in the 
direction of wind flow, 
moves forward without 
much effort.

Unit 1 
Behaviour 
of Gases

132 When a person travels against the 
wind on a bicycle, he has to peddle 
hard to move in his required 
direction. If he travels in the 
direction of the wind How he moves 
forward without much effort.

Problems :
Ex 1: What is the work done by a
man ..
30 kgs over his heat when he........
etc.

Male representation is 
not necessary. Can be 
represented as a person 
instead of a man.

Unit 4 
Dynamics

11

Ex 7 : A man of 60 kgs. Walks upt< 
the top of a building.

i) 1 low many joules of wor 
has he done ?

ii) What is the increase in
| his potential energy ?

Male representation is 
not necessary. Can be

< represented as a person 
instead of a man.
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Subject : Physical Science
Class : X
Medium : Telugu

Unit
No.

Page
No.

Observation Suggested Alternatives

Unit 
2

citj fvl
<Mf0.

I’d

17 x2:50 —-G (r, o po^

3l r / "v7
is f

Oc *
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4
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Unit
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Subject : Physical Science
Class : X
Medium : English

Unit No. Page
No.

Observation Suggested
Alternatives

Unit 4 
Dynamics

28 4.1.6: Observer sitting on the 
rotating platform is followed by him.

Among the two one 
example may be of 
woman

Unit 4 
Dynamics

30 4.1.6: A man sitting in a car.

Unit 6 
Sound

55 In example of resonance 
phenomenon, 4lh example :Mother 

and child

Woman is depicted as 
mother, which is 
stereotypic model

Unit 4 
Dynamics

28 Wide rotating platform - Boy

34 Effect of increasing initial horizontal 
speed - boy

11.5
Radio and 
Television 

Basic 
Principles 

of
working

228 Production of sound messages by a 
microphone in a radio station - Male

239 Scanning of Image of the screen of a 
camera - male

Unit 10
Chemistry

and
Industry

341 Glass Blower - Male
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List of Scientists referred to in the textbooks.
I

SI.
No.

Names of the Scientists Class Page Numbers Gender1
English Telugu

1. Halley VIII 7 8 Male
2. Paul Vernier VIII 13 14 Male
3. lssac Newton VIII 34 38 Male i
4. Pascal VIII 56 63 Male
5. Archimedes VIII 58 65 Male
6. Robert Boyle Vlll 63 71 Male
7. Celsius VIII 69 79 Male |
8. Six VIII 73 82 Male
9. Huygens VIII 89 101 Male
10. Thales VIII 113 129 Male i
11. Gilbert Vlll 113 129 Male
12. Benjamin VIII 113 129 Male
13. Volta Vlll 114 130 Male
14. George Laclanchc VIII 114 130 Male 1
15. Oersted VIII 118 134 Male j
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16. Thomas Alva Edison Vlll 124 142 Male

17. J.J .Thomson Vlll 129 147 Male

18. Graham Bell Vlll 129 147 Male

19. Marconi Vlll 130 148 Male

20. James Clerk Maxwell Vlll 130 148 Male

21. J.L.Baird Vlll 131 149 Male
22/ Cavendish Vlll 166 187 Male

23. K. W.Scheele Vlll 175 197 Male
24. Priestley Vlll 175 197 Male
25.1 Leavoiser VIII 175 197 Male
26. Bergius VIII 173 195 Male
27.: Frasch VIII 184 207 Male
28.' Darwin IX 6 6 Male
29. Vernier IX 9 10 Male
30. James Prescott Joule IX 35 38 Male
31. James Watt IX 37 40 Male
32. Laplace IX 94 105 Male
33.! Newton IX 94 105 Male
34.! Young IX 94 105 Male
35.'' Roentgen IX 126 142 Male
36. Robert boyle IX 135 152 Male
37. Jacques Charles IX 138 154 Male
38. Thomas Graham IX 144 160 Male
39. William Crooks IX 148 165 Male
40. Maharshi Kanada IX 148 164 Male
41 John Dalton IX 148 164 Male
42. Gaylussac IX 182 208 Male
43.i Berzelius IX 182 208 Male
44. Avogadro IX 182 208 Male
45. G.N.Lewis IX 159 179 Male
46. i Madam Curie

Democritus
IX
IX

152
148

170
164

Female
Female

47. Copernicus (Monk) X 8 8 Male
48.' Ptolemy X 8 8 Male
49.' Tycho Brahe X 8 8 Male
50. Johannes Kepler X 8 8 Male
51. Issac Newton X 8 9 Male
52.i Galileo X 10 10 Male
53.i Robert Hooke X 12 14 Male
54. Christian 1 luygens X 66 73 Male
55.1 Thomas Young 8 69 76 Male
56. Fresnel 8 69 76 Male
57 1 Dr.Charles X 85 93 Male
58. Weber X 95 105 Male
59. Ewing X 95 105 Male
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60. Coulomb X 97 108 Male
61. G.S.Ohm X 124 141 Male
62. Joule X 142 162 Male
63. Michael Faraday X 153 176 Male
64. Maxwell X 160 184 Male
65. Oersteds X 160 184 Male 1
66. 'l.eming X 164 186 Male
67. ,cnz X 170 195 Male i
68. ' ’liompson X 182 228 Male
69. ^eonard X 182 228 Male
70. {ulherlbrd X 182 228 Male
71. Johr X 184 209 Male
72. jinstein X 188 215 Male
73. A.H.Becquerel X 190 219 Male
74. Chadwick X 202 213 Male 1
75. Irene Curie Joliot X 203 235 Female 1
76. M.Frederic Joliot X 203 235 Male
77. CockrolL and Walton X 203 235 Male
78. Otto I lalin X 204 237 Male
79. 1 isc Meitner X 204 237 Male
80. Fritz Strassman X 204 237 Male
81. J. Bardeen X 224 260 Male
82. W.l I.Bratlam X 224 260 Male
83. William Shockcy X 224 260 Male
84. Marconi X 227 264 Male
85. Max Planck X 241 282 Male j
86. Sommerlield X 242 284 Male
87. Louis de Broglie X 244 284 Male
88. Uhlenbcck X 247 288 Male
89. Goudsmit X 247 288 Male
90. Moeller X 249 292 Male
91. Aufban X 250 293 Male
92. 1 kinds X 250 293 Male
93. Paulis X 250 293 Male i
94. Dobcreincr X 268 315 Male
95. John A.K. Newlands X 269 316 Male
96. Mcndcleef X 269 316 Male
97. Lolher Meyer X 269 316 Male
08. Nilson X 270 317 Male
99. Deboisbaudran X 270 317 Male
100. Linus Pauling X 275 321 Male
101. Arrhemus X 302 356 Male
102. Sorensen X 307 360 Male

103. J Aspin X 338 403 Male j

104. William Henry Perkin X 346 411 Male
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Subject : Physical Sciences
Class: VIII
Authors (English and Telugu Medium)

SI. No.
1.

Name of the Author
Dr.Narayana Prasada Rao - Male

.2
3.
4,

I

Dr.K.Venkaeswaralu - Male
Dr.M.Viltal - Male
Mr.N.Upender Reddy - Male

SI No.
1.
2.1

Name of the Editor
Acharya Sarabu Ramanamurthy - Male 
Acliarya R. Jaganalhan - Male

1
SI. No

1.
2.

1
1
1.

Chief Editors
Acharya G.Sivarama Sastry - Male 
Acharya P.S. Rao - Male

Artist
D.S.Vinod Kumar - Male

Subject :: Physical Sciences
Class: IX
Authors (English and Telugu Medium)

SI. No.
:>•

Name of the Author
Dr D Shridhar - Male

2
3.
4.

i

Sri K Ramakoteswara Rao Male
Prof K C Rajanna- Male
Dr.Y.Rajeshwar Rao - Male

SI. No.
1.
2.

Name of the Editor
Prof L.Rama Murlhy - Male
Prof.P.K.Sai Prakash - Male

SI. No. Chief Editors
1.

1 2.
Prof G.Sivarama Sastry - Male
Prof P Srinivasa Rao - Male

Artist
Sri S Venkataphani - Male



Subject Physical Sciences
Class: X
Authors (English and Telugu Medium)

SI. No. Name of the Author
1. Dr B Appa Rao - Male
2. Dr.G.Bhikshamaiah - Male
3. Dr.M.Viltal Male
4. Dr.G.Vcnkalcswarlu - Male

SI. No. Editors
1. Dr.Mudigonda Salagrain - Male
2. Dr.R.Jagannathan - Male

SI. No. Chief Editors
1. Prof.G.Sivarama Saslry - Male
2. Prof.P.Sivaraina Rao - Male

SI. No. Artist
S.Venkata I’hani - Male

Class Authors Chief Editor/ Editors
Male Female Total Male Female Total

Vlll 4 , - 4 4 - 4
IX 4 - 4 4 - 4
X 5 - 5 4 - 4
Total 13 — 13 12 — 12

Suggestion : To include female authors, chief editor/ editors.

Picture Representation
Class Male Female Total
Vlll 7 5 12
IX 7 — 7
X 5 — 5
Total 19 5 24

Character representation

Class Male Female Total
Vlll 37 __ 37
IX 16 1 17
X 66 3 69
Total 119 4 123

137



Cover Page — Pictures

Class Male Female Total
VIII 2 - 2
IX 1 3 4
X 1 - 1
Total 4 3 7

Guidelines to the writers of Physical Science Textbooks
i

1. (>endcr Blindness (Invisibility) should be avoided.

The textual matter of physical science textbooks contains more masculine 

references but not feminine. It is observed that whenever there is explanation or an 

example for a particular concept, in most of the places, male references was given and 

not even 5% of the instances are of females which indicate that women constitute very 

less. Thus, this aspect is ignored. This tendency should be changed wherever it is 

possible.

i
I

2. Gender stereotyping should be avoided.

The woman was shown as mother-child, housewife which are traditional roles. 

Moreover there is no need to mention the women in those examples. This may be taken 

care of.

I
3. The lung uage bias has to be changed : since in the Physical Science textbooks 

to be modified by including female writers (authors) and Editors. In all these textbooks 

all the authors, editors and the artists are male people. A few female authors should be 

involved at the lime of textbook writing. Even the language used both in Telugu versions
I

including the preface - for teacher, learner are male oriented. This needs modification.
I

The textual matter refers to ‘he’ in most of the places.

tt
I

4. Inclusion of women scientists along with their contribution is recoin mended. 

Only one women scientist is included as if there are no contribution of female folk o the 

field of physical sciences. Women technologists like Empress Shi Dun, Nor Mahal,



Helen Girlincr, Franklin Maria Miehell, Vanitba Kangarajan, etc. may be included in any 

one of the three textbooks of Physical Sciences published by the Government of Andhra 

Pradesh. This aspect needs sincere effort.

5. Care to be taken to avoid discrimination in Character
I

In portraying male and female characters, women arc always depicted in low 

status positions and men are in high and prestigious positions like King, Pilot,
t

Astronomer, scientist, physician, etc. whereas women were shown as housewife, 

churncr, etc. This may be avoided.

6. The Pictorial representation is unequal. There arc more number of pictures of 

male/ boys whereas very few are of fcmale/girls. This may be eliminated by including 

some more female pictures and removing male pictures wherever appropriate.

I 39



BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Introduction

Biological Science is one of the subjects in the curriculum. It draws its content 

from Botany, Zoology and Human Physiology. It intends to enable students to 

develop scientific temper, keen observation, logical reasoning and valid inference 

along with critical understanding of technical terms. The technical terms in sciences 

are difficult by themselves. The impact of Sanskritisation while writing textbooks in 

Telugu made the tough technical concepts further complicated. Ex :

Hence the easy, equivalent terminology is to be given in the text either within 

the brackets immediately after the word or at the end of the textbook which enables 

even a "hard to reach" students to understand them and arrive at exact acquisition of 
knowledge.

Biological sciences possess a responsibility of creating zeal and enthusiasm 

in students besides the inquisitiveness, in sustaining the scientific thought and in 

inculcating in students a critical, moral and mental energy to make them alert to 

know the scientific principles and laws of nature without hindering to the value 
system.

In the following pages, an attempt has been made to analyse the present 

textbooks of VIII, IX and X classes of both English medium and Telugu medium of 

Andhra Pradesh keeping in mind the gender issues as envisaged in National 

Curriculum Framework 2005.

I ho



The naked truth about low literacy among women during 15th to 18th centuries 

which acts as a hindering block to allow women scientists to emerge in various fields 

of science like physics, chemistry, botany, zoology and human physiology has to be 
accepted.

But the sterling efforts of women scientists during 19,h and 20lh century in 

various fields of science need to be specifically mentioned atleast in new attempts of 
textbook writing by the group of authors.

The observations and suggested alternatives are listed out in a tabular form
i

along with the unit no, page no, para and line number of all the textbooks. These 

suggestions may help in improving the textbooks by modifying the ways of 
presenting the gender issues.

Based on the analysis of biological science textbooks and the focus group 

report on gender issues - some guidelines have been drawn for strengthening the 

thought and deed of the textbook writers in successfully dealing the gender issues

Guidelines on Gender Issues
The textbook writers of biological sciences are requested to consider the 

following guidelines keeping the gender issues as envisaged in NCF 2005.

Avoid gender discrimination
Gender discrimination is obviously seen throughout the books. For example, 

along with portraits, life sketches and contributions of men scientists, the available 

contribution of women scientists are to be mentioned.
Avoid usage of masculine form of the word and use neutral terms of it applies to both 
the genders.

Ex '• 3-5 rxioiiG' r\)Aid

It has to be corrected as



Instead of In a man aged about 25 years ....
In a person aged about 25 years will be good. The often used word “He" can

be reflected by "She” or “person”. Instead of man, the word “person” or “human 

being” can be used.
Gender equality has to be observed while drawing the pictures wherever possible 

and necessary, show both the genders and give equal treatment.

Provide gender justice.
Though men and women take equal responsibility in constructive and destructive

activities, they were tagged to men but not to women. z , ,
Exj I -XotL «oeJ(S<a riiodrio t514>K»5 & ,SuftfrtjMS ojM SoKtfJ

Subject
CoruTruCK V

Class : VIII

Medium : Telugu (2003 edition)

As the photograph of Sri Swaminathan was given inside the textbook, the 

photograph of him need not be printed on the cover page. Along with a man in 

agricultural fields, the figure of a woman also can be kept. Picture of woman 
scientist especially in the field of medicine, agriculture and others can be printed. 

Out of four authors, only one is woman. Instead 2 men and 2 women authors can

be included. (?oc5duo

Unit
No.

Page
No.

Observation Suggested Alternative

1.1 1

lAjOcOrATO o5o\dr
OAjeSo

2

1 M3.



1.2 15-25

LJ

§<A?<\)0 (pjpl

cM

1.6 47

£o&. Co&COcT) to^0C6l& •

1
1

3.1.1. 128
r\>&TOrOO oSdt\k)A tii (^0?\o6
eoo&j ■ co'SW&j . gAj

GoSaE&J-

$-5 &>g5o£ 6uea(V 
root68f\^ cMo

S<&<2>

3.4 160

oboiS'o TyirOJ^JO^&J
■Vl

cio^c6c0£P ^0000)^

~u) 1
i

5.1 240

0O<\X)S^O&

qW <y><^OCP 60J63 c6(^ojo-

1
ii
i

Subject: Biology
Class : VIII
Medium : English

Cover page - the picture of Dr.M.S.Swaminathan is printed. The picture of a 
woman scientist could also be printed alongside. Out of the 3 authors only one is a 
woman, instead 2 men and 2 women authors should be included The editorial 
board has only men editors, women editors should also be included. Inside back 

page has a picture of vehicles and all are driven by men drivers. Women drivers 

should also be included to avoid gender stereotyping i.e. only men can drive 

vehicles, this notion should be avoided.



Unit No. Page
No.

Observation Suggested Alternatives

Unit I 1.1
History and 
Scope of 
Science

The word man is frequently 
used in 2nd and 3rd 
paragraphs.

The word human being can
3e used.

1 4th paragraph only names of
men scientists are 
mentioned. Not even a 
single woman scientists 
name is mentioned

Mention should be made of 
amous women scientists 

also.

7 Photographs of eleven 
scientists with a write up of 
their contributions is clearly 
mentioned.
Not a single women 
scientists photograph is 
printed.

Should be clearly 
mentioned and write up on 
the contributions should 
also be included.

1.1 5 Under Points to Remember, 
once again man is 
mentioned.

Instead the word human 
being should be 
mentioned.

1.6
Classification 
of plants and 
animals.

17 Paragraph one man is 
mentioned.

Instead the word human 
being can be used.

I
21 On this page, the picture of 

boy is observed, why not girl 
also.

Picture of boys and girls 
should be printed.

2.2 Useful 
micro
organisms.

29 Paragraph 2, man is 
mentioned.

Should make it human 
beings.

2.3 harmful 
micro
organisms

33 Paragraph 1, man is 
mentioned.

Should make it human 
beings.

2.3.2 Viral 
Diseases

35 The word viral diseases in 
(MAN) is used.

Should make it human 
beings.

2.3.3
Bacterial 
Diseases in 
Man i

I

37 The title of the topic itself 
mentions man.

The title should be 
changed to viral diseases 
in human beings.

2.3.3 38 Para 5. The word man is 
used.

Human being is a better 
word.

I lllf



40 _ast line., man is used. Human being is a better 
word.

3.1 Useful 
plants and 
animals

54-55 Nine times the word man is 
mentioned.

Human being is a better 
word.

3.2 Wild and
Domesticated
animals

58-59 5 times the word man is 
mentioned.

Human being is a better 
word.

60-61 3 times the word man is 
mentioned.

Human being is a better 
word.

i

3.3 Economic 
Importance of 
plants

63-66 3 times, the word man is 
mentioned.

The word human beings 
can be used instead.

1

3.4 Economic 
importance of 
Animals

69-71 3 times the word man is 
mentioned.

The word human beings 
can be used instead.

1

3.4.3
Economic 
importance of 
some more
animals.

76-77 Twice the word man is 
mentioned.

The word human beings 
can be used instead.

i

i
i

Biology Text - Class IX Telugu Medium 2001 Publication 

Subject: Biology
class :ia r . i 9% 1 i i i
Medium : Telugu 6 £oGuq oGjoiS

^oodo(£§ c&6o oSoSota $6ota6o i)6jc!\jtVl •
r^ocSjofrao -iflr&Zto foSZA).________j

Unit No. Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1.6 36 (275a para,
last line)

c^)ri)T 6$ cOowkj
GA lofa

Ke I ?> 6 ro6o 6j

tSVS*# G?^>^6s6o

1
2.7 66 (4" para,

5'h line)
No need of correction.1

i

iu?



2.8

1

69 (4th para,
1st line)

9<\>o

Mo need of correction

2.8.6 77 (in
Exercise)

Mo need of correction.

2.9.1 i

I

I

79 (2nd para,
2nd line)

No need of correction

2.9.3 83 (in
Heading)

d2lr<KS^6oS.' 
citaeo Go© ■

G&0-

2.9.3 84 (last para,
1st line)

cidOrbe^)

ib

No need of correction

2.9.3 89 (In
activities and 
in exercise)

cAlOfbc^tb (£)(\)<^ib oW>'

op)(b QjC)6)c\d • oSjOfbcS
wa<^ox)Ooiu

No need of correction.

3.1.1

1

I

91 0^4(?)^r\P , ?Jo^>c^NO, cSjdcba^-
S<oo
e-

No need of correction

3 1.2 93 (3rd para,
last line)

cSjO^cSj

..............Goo c2oc>?\ O ibo §OOCJO'

&£3<\) oSjo^Jj 

aWo^Cd.... 
f\o©d kjOtX>cOCq6j

3.1.5
i
i

i

109, 111 (3rd 
para, heading 
(exercises)

icAjo-cioO(bcS(pjyo-
cooed

cksotboScodofft oSo^^ 

•d(Ajot\>^--------LU.

No need of correction

11

3.1.6 114 (3rd para,
3rd line)

o\30(6c^)6j qSooi3 weocL^ejfv 
cmoB q5o6j SobucxJ'X!

7. J --

0 cidt)fSc^)tJ • -
- - CCMj jf otjj (<?Q 6j

I ^6



i

3.1.7 116 (2"Tpara,
2nd line)

6To(Wjr\»2 & •
6m

3.2 120 MSjS

£«(x>JB?\r^6u
i

4.5 140 (4th para,
1st line) ciwon>(^)Cd

&eoiMAjr\5b.?6x]

6 1 190 (last para, 
1s' line)

(£)S2r(iij

oS’^Wdyj

oSjOfSq^^

2>u3^7j O <vX)
QJpS\$ kw(J> $<5>A)<2r 

sSgkkSj ■
-__ 2%__ aP»-

Biology Text - Class IX

Medium English (2005 Publication)

Out of four authors, two are men and other two are women. But among the 
list of editors and chief editorial board, all of them are men. Among the list of 5 

editorial board members, at least two of them are to be women staff.

Unit No. Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1.6 31 Animal 
Tissues - 3rd 
line

Four kinds of tissues in animals 
(including man).

Four kinds of tissues 
in animals including 
human being.

2.7 56 last para
4th line

Man has no capacity to digest 
cellulose.

Cellulose cannot be 
digested by human 
being.

2.8 59 4,f’ para, 1sr 
line

There are four types of teeth in 
man.

There are four types of 
teeth in human being.

l/-»"7



2.8.6

1

66 Exercise,
1sl question

What are the parts of the 
digestive system of man ?

What are the parts of
Ihe human digestive 
system ?

2.9.1 i
I

i1

68 (2nd para,
2nd line)

While frogs and man excrete 
urea.

While frogs and 
mammals including 
human being excrete 
urea.

2.9.3 72 (in
Heading)

Excretory Organs in Animals 
and Man

Instead of that 
“Excretory organs in 
Animals" is enough.

2.9.3 !

1

73 last para,
1st line

In man, kidneys are the chief 
excretory organs. Lungs and 
skin also help in excretion.

Besides lungs and 
skin, kidneys act as 
chief excretory organs 
in human being.

2.9 3 78 In
activities, first 
one

On a wooden plank, prepare 
the model of kidney of man.

Prepare the model of 
Human Kidney.

2.9.3 78 (2nd 
question)

Describe the structure of kidney 
of man

Describe the structure 
of human kidney.

2 9 3 78 (Fill up the 
blanks (stone)

Kidneys in man are
.................. in function.

Kidneys are 
.............. in function.

Unit 3 
3.1.1

79 (first line,
1s’ para)

All living organisms, be a plant, 
animal or man, a micro 
organism.

All living organisms, 
be a plant, animal, 
human being or a 
micro organism.

3.1.1 79 (first line,
2nd para)

Man, like all other living 
organisms.

All living organisms, 
including human being 
are dependent

3 1.1 79 (2nd line of
2nd para)

Primitive man was competing 
with other animals, as man 
developed tools, started
agriculture

During primitive 
periods, human being 
was competing. As 
we developed tools, 
started agriculture.

3.1.1 79 (7lh line of
2nd para)

In recent years, man has 
become aware of this .....

In recent years, we 
are aware of this ....

3.1.2 81 (2nd lien in 
2nd para)

Almost 70 to 75%of total body 
weight of all living organisms, 
including man, is due to water.

Almost 70 to 75% of 
total body weight of all 
living organisms is due



to water.

3.1.2(b) 85 1s' line 
4thpara.

Nitrogen is one of the important 
constituents of all living 
organisms from bacteria to 
man.

"Nitrogen is one of the 
important constituents 
of all living organism” 
is enough

3.1.3 91 First line He derived a special apparatus. A special apparatus 
was devised in which 
Drebiotic conditions 
were created

3.1.4 92 (5™ para,
3rd line)

These animals or plants are 
collected and these elements 
are extracted by man.

"These animals. . are 
extracted" will be OK. ‘

3.1.5 94 3'° para,
2nd side 
heading.

Man-made causes of soil 
erosion.

Other - causes of soil 
erosion.

3.1.5 96 Fill up the 
blanks (5lh 
one)

The man made causes too Other causes for soil 
erosion___

3.1.6 97 (last line,
2nd para) 2nd,
3rd lines in 3rd 
para.

No man made industry can do 
this.

No industry can do 
this.

I

3.1.6 99 (3rd line) Most of the meat requirements 
for man is obtained.

In the sentence, "for 
man” can be deleted

3.1.7 101 (2rdpara,
3rd line)

Only few hundreds are being 
used by man

In the sentence “by 
man" can be deleted

3.1.7 101 (1s'line ,
3rd para)

Unfortunately.... past several
years.

Unfortunately, either 
knowingly or 
unknowingly the wild 
life was destroyed in 
past years.

3.1.7 101 (4,b para,
6th line)

As a result man realised
their importance

"As a result, several 
animal and plant 
species have 
permanently |
disappeared from the 
face of earth" will do
In addition, new 
species of animals 
and plants were

mi



introduced in areas 
where they were 
originally absent

3.1.7 101 (501 para.
1st line)

Fortunately, man has realised 
this mistake.

Fortunately the 
mistake was realised 
before it was too late.

3.2 104 (1st para,
7th line)

No animal or plant uses up 
these resources as man does.

No animal or plant 
uses up these 
resources as human 
being does.

4.5 119 (3rd para) Man requires.
Man has modified
How man has exploited

Human being 
receives.
Human being has 
modified how human 
race was exploited.

4.5 119 (4^ para) Unlike all other animals, man is 
the only ...

Unlike all other 
animals, human being 
alone can make fire 
and use fire

5.4 157 (Points to 
remember)

Pollution may occur due to 
natural and man-made causes.

Pollution may occur 
naturally or due to 
human activity.

5.4 157 Particulate.............. nervous
system in man and in animals.

Particulate ....nervous 
system in animals and 
in human beings.

153 This causes death ... even
man.... allergic conditions in
man.

This causes death of 
the times and even 
human beings 

..allergic conditions 
in human being.

161 In contrast, man-made 
selection.......

In contrast, artificial 
selection is the 
relation made by 
human beings.

I So



Biology Text Class X
Subject: Biology
Class : X
Medium : Telugu (1998 Publications)
Unit No. Page No. Observation Suggested

Alternatives
1.3.3 19 (last para) o?6tIK £cdc2n>?voC,

. (^cSckxSj 

0$oWj •

1.9.13 61 The concept itself is 
wrong. Better consult 
a doctor and make 
necessary corrections

>

1.9.2 61 (Table
1.9.2)

$6 A>ocS^6 ctao

So
3.5, So o\oc6 qJjSgLxj

cWocucPod*

64 (Exercise
18 Multiple 
choice)

•^eSjcS^ -■ - Wrong concept
1

r
1.14 109

(GjqwSo ----------
&<i5 6^/wSo xSHxy

Subject: Biology
Class : X
Medium : English (2006 Publications)

All the 2 authors and 2 editors along with artists are men. At least provision 

for women authors and editor should be there. On the cover page, figures should be 

correct and proportionate. Along with lion, the figure of lioness can also be added.

Unit No. Page No. Observation Suggested
Alternatives

1.2.1 6 Experiment to show that CO2 is 
necessary for photosynthesis.

The name of the 
scientist Moul’s (half 
leaf experiment) can 
be added.

15 I



1.7 21 (last line) From microbes to man. From microbes to 
human being.

1.3.3 14 (last line)
4,h para - 5fh 
line

For all the organisms (including 
man)

"here is no need to 
mention "including 
man" even in brackets.

1.9 32 (3ra para -
3rd line)

In man respiration is carried on 
by lungs.

Respiration is carried 
on by lungs in human 
oeings.

1 9.6 40 (under the 
figure)

Respiratory passage in man The word Human 
Respiration was aptly 
used in remaining 
matter. But
underneath the figure. . 
Respiratory passage 
in Human being.

1.9.7 41
(underneath 
the figure)

1.9.8 42
(underneath 
the figure)

Bronchioles and alveoli in man. 
Lungs in man.
Respiration in man occurs in 2 
stages.

Bronchioles and 
alveoli in human 
respiratory tract.
Human lungs
Human respiration 
occurs in 2 stages.

43 Inspiration and expiration in 
man.
Exchange of gases in alveoli in 
man.

Inspiration and 
expiration in human 
being.
Exchange of gases in 
alveoli will do.

1.9 10 44 (1sl para) In man, diaphragm plays a 
major role in the respiration 
while in woman, the ribs play a 
major role.

Check it through 
consulting a doctor 
and then correct it if it 
is necessary.

1.9.2 44 (Table) Man of 25 years. Man of 50 
years

Person of 25 years 
Person of 50 years

1.9 47 (Fill up the 
blanks) (13th 
and 19th 
dashes)

The scientific name for the wile
life of man is--------------------
'C’ shaped............... of man.

The scientific name for 
the wind pipe of 
human being is

“...................of

isa.



human being."

1.12 73 (4W)
Multiple
Choice (5lh)

In man, Superior Rena
cava........................
Rena cava in man opens into

"In man" can be 
deleted and 
"Superior rena cava 
opens...:.” will do.
“Rena Cava of human
beings opens into....."
to be corrected.

75 (Fill up the 
blanks) 6th and 
12th

The largest artery in the body
of man..........................
The normal blood pressure in 
man is ............

“The largest artery in 
human being is

It

The normal blood 
pressure of a human 
body is

1.14 86 Jack and George are friends ... Jack and Jill are 
friends. It will be apt if 
Jill comes forward to 
donate blood. . I

53
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ENGLISH
Teaching of English or any language for that matter, in the context of gender 

parity and gender justice involves the following issues.

• To see that the language used as part of texts or as part of exercises do 

not show gender discrimination.

• To see that the examples given to teach various grammar topics do not 

reinforce gender stereotyping.

• To see that the selections for the language texts show gender parity and 
gender equality.

Guidelines to the Writers of the English Textbooks
The editors of the textbooks may be asked to keep the following issues in 

mind while selecting the text and preparing exercises for the text.

• To avoid words reflecting gender bias like 'mankind' to represent the entire 
humanity and also the use of pronoun 'he' for gender neutral words like 
'doctor', 'driver, etc.

• To show gender equity in the pictures given to support the content.

• To avoid examples which reflect gender stereotyping like “mother is cooking”, 

“the pretty girl”.

• To include selections in women and by women which reflect women's views 

and concerns.

• To refer to women by their first name but not as Mrs.Sarma, etc.

• To have some women to be a part of the editorial board in writing of the 

textbooks.

15^



H1N DI
34^ & <W1I <•• 110 <w 314 eft

TTlfl Hf^eU fan^Fb qift ft?5ft <fft ffteft I fa+KM fit^uT Iq-uMt 7F 5 I

9. ftVjq?
HRTBch

3. q^eftSH

V. ftfa-qtft

4. fftfira fxior?

f,. qiq?4

19. ftsTlfftcp
C. qf^cii ■W’vi

qfecll ft feoiT

yq^Tfj vM^ft ft fftqq qqqqit ft I (vn^ qq^rft <ft ingva'-Bai ' i q,a
<ft ancm^tr I, ft fcrai fci £. <<. s° ^enart eft qq?nft ft Efa* ft ’g^- 

fttirft. Weft q? qR<ii<^ qft 11

3R,: gq^rT) fftfira fclqft 3 qfcpn eft TOFRl. q ?r<scft eft vITFB. -PII ?T«? cfi'^1
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SANSKRIT
Guidelines to the textbook writers
• While selecting texts from original works care should be taken to select non 

controversial issues.
• In pictures - both boys and girls pictures will have to be depicted
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• In lessons like drama, dialogue, the roles may be played by both boys and 

girls.

» In editorial board, atleast two women should be included.

♦ Dramas written from modern women writers may also be included.

Social Sciences
Social Sciences is one of the curricular areas in school education. It draws its 

content from history, geography, political science, economics, sociology and 

anthropology and intends to enable students to develop a critical understanding of 

the society. The social sciences also carry a responsibility of creating a strong 

sense of human values and generating in students a critical, moral and mental 

energy to make them alert to the social forces that threaten those values

In the following pages, an attempt has been made to analyse the Social 

Sciences textbook in use of class VIII, IX and X of Andhra Pradesh, keeping in mind 

the gender issues The Table SS8.1, SS9.1 and SS 10.1 give the details and also 

specific suggestions for improving the textbooks by modifying the ways of presenting 

the gender issues indirectly and their convincing treatment in various contexts.

Based on the analyses of the Social Science textbooks and the Focus Group 

Report on Gender Issues in Education, a few guidelines have been drawn for 

strengthening the hands of the textbook writers in dealing with gender issues.

Guidelines on Gender Issues
Avoid Gender Discrimination
Gender discrimination is obviously seen throughout the textbook. For 

example, while discussing about freedom struggle of India, though many women 

have participated in the struggle, the lesson indicates only Anne Beasant and 

Arundale. But there is a need to give greater description.
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Avoid Masculine terms and use neutral terms if it applies to both the 
genders.

In many of the civics lessons, the head of the government is indicated by 'he' 
which can be replaced by 'person’ or he/she.

Gender equality to be shown
While drawing the pictures wherever possible show both the genders almost 

equal in number and give equal treatment. For example, in the diagram of State 

Executive all members seem to be 'men' and there is a need to depict women also

* Provide Gender Justice
Though men and women take responsibility in the society, the work done by 

men are enumerated but not of women. For example, the lesson on cultural heritage 

of India gives the detail description of contributions of men only. It is also necessary 

to find out and write about the work done by women also.

MATHEMATICS
School Mathematics is accorded a pivotal place in the school hierarchy of 

subjects, but it is generally considered to be abstract. It is treated as a subject with 

lots of axioms and theorems, rules and methods which requires a lot of skills and 

applications. Mathematics appears to be value free and an exact science which 
reflects reasoning and thinking but in reality it is also 'masculine dominated’.

In order to make school textbooks gender-inclusive and gender-sensitive, a 

detailed textbook analysis of the Andhra Pradesh High school textbooks (EM and 

TM) was undertaken. The following section presents a detailed description of each 

gender issue reflected in NCF 2005 with suggestions and alternatives.

Guidelines of Writers of Mathematics Textbooks
1. Gender Blindness (Invisibility) needs to be avoided.

The mathematics textbooks have reference/ preference to masculine gender 

out a very limited reference to feminine gender. It is noticed that the problems very
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rarely refer to women and it appears that they are non-existent. This trend needs to 

be altered.

2. Gender stereotyping needs to be avoided.
The textbooks cast males as strong ( physically), active and work oriented 

ana in contrast portrays females as pretty, less active and saving oriented.

3. Language bias has to be paid special attention
The language used in Mathematics textbooks needs to be modified to make it 

gender fair. The textbooks especially in Telugu medium refer to the learner as 'he'. 

Pupils/ Students are also referred to as 'he', workers as ‘men’. This sort of 

‘masculine’ bias needs to be avoided. The exclusive use of masculine terms and 

pronouns, ranging from our forefathers, mankind and businessman, trader, labourers 

to the generic 'he denies the full participation and recognition of women.

4. Inclusion of Women Mathematicians is recommended.
The contrioution of women mathematicians needs to be emphasised. It is 

said that not a single woman mathematician's contribution has been mentioned in 

any of the three textbooks. A serious effort needs to be made to identify and include 

the same.

5. Everyday applications with gender sensitivity has to be incorporated.
The processes underlying everyday mathematics done by women within the 

home (like Rangoli) and outside (in the market place) needs to be included.

6. Care to be taken to avoid Gender Discrimination
In presenting real life applications, care should be taken to present issues 

without discrimination. For example, problems showing fathers being more capable 

than mothers or fathers doing work faster than mothers should be discarded.
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Physical Sciences

The subject of physical sciences plays an important role in providing the basic 

fundamentals of the subject like universality, experimentation, cause-effect 

relationship, observation, objectivity and so on From this point of view the analysis 

of the textbooks - which acts as guides to the teacher for all transactional purposes 

was carried out and necessary guidelines are provided herewith. The information or 

the subject knowledge provided in these textbooks should be free from any bias and 
provide the basis for inculcation of right attitudes among the children. Only with this 

intention, the subject of Physical Sciences was included as one of the school 

subjects particularly at secondary level. Moreover the adolescent children should 

inculcate that all are equal in all respects Only with this intention the Physical 

Sciences textbooks of classes VIII, IX and X of Andhra Pradesh state (both Telugu 

Medium and English medium) were analysed and the guidelines are suggested to 

the textbook writers. Thougn the subject of science is to be value fair and an exact 

science includes reasoning, logic and thinking, in practice it is not like that. This 

subject is also ‘male dominated’ if it is critically analysed. A detailed description of 

analysis is presented in the following pages with a few suggestions and alternative 

version for the actual wording/ language used in these Physical Sciences textbooks. 

The examples given are pictorial representation of the ideas as shown in these 

textbooks. The analysis also includes how the male and female characters are 

depicted and how these things can be modified from gender inclusive perspective 

and to remove gender stereotyping as per the change that are being taken in our 
environment and society as such. Even the students should be aware of all the 

changes around them and these textbooks should transmit and act as real models in 

formulating the right concepts among the learners.

Guidelines to the Writers of Physical Science Textbooks
1. Gender Blindness (Invisibility) should be avoided.

The textual matter of Physical Science textbooks contains more masculine 

reference but not feminine. It is observed that whenever there is explanation or an 

example for a particular concept, in most of the places male reference is given and
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not even 5% of the instances are of females, which indicates that women constitute 

very less. Thus this aspect is ignored. This tendency should be changed wherever 

it is possible.

2. Gender Stereotyping should be avoided.
Women are shown as mother-child, housewife, which are traditional roles. 

Moreover, there is no need to mention the women in those examples. This may be 

taken care of.

3. The language bias has to be changed
In all the Physical Science textbooks all the authors, editors and artists are 

male people. A few female authors should be involved at the time of textbook 

writing. Even the language used both in Telugu versions including the preface for 

teacher, learner are male oriented This needs modification. The textual matter 

refers ‘he’ in most of the places.

4. Inclusion of women scientists along with their contribution is 

recommended.
Only one woman scientist is included as if there are no contribution of female 

scientists to the field of Physical Sciences Women technologists like Empress Shi 

Dun, Nor Mahal, Helen Grliner, Franklin, Maria Michell, Vanitha Rangarajan may be 
included in any one of the three textbooks of Physical Sciences published by the 

Government of Andhra Pradesh. These aspects need sincere effort.

5. Care to be taken to avoid discrimination in characters
In portraying male and female characters, women are always depicted in low 

status positions and men are in high and prestigious positions like king, pilot, 

astronomer, scientist, physician, etc. whereas women were shown as housewives, 

churner, etc This may be avoided.

6. The pictorial representation is unequal.
There are more number of pictures of male/boys whereas very few are of 

female/ girls. This may be eliminated by including female pictures proportionality.
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Biological Science is one of the subjects in the curriculum. It draws its content 

from Botany, Zoology and Human Physiology. It intends to enable students to 

develop scientific temper, keen observation, logical reasoning and valid inference 

along with critical understanding of technical terms. The technical terms in sciences 

are difficult by themselves The impact of Sanskritisation while writing textbooks in 

Telugu made the tough technical concepts further get complicated.

Hence the easy, equivalent technical terminology is to be given in the text 

either within the brackets immediately after the word or at the end of the textbook 

which enables even a “hard - to -reach” students to understand them and arrive at 

an exact acquisition of knowledge Biological Sciences possess a responsibility of 

creating zeal and enthusiasm in students besides the inquisitiveness, in sustaining 

the scientific thought and in inculcating in students a critical, moral and mental 

energy to make them alert to know the scientific principles and laws of nature without 

hindering the value system.

In the following pages, an attempt has been made to analyse the present 

textbooks of VIII, IX and X classes of both English medium and Telugu medium 

keeping in mind the gender issues as envisaged in National Curriculum Framework 

2005.

Based on the analysis of Biological Science Textbooks and the focus group 

report on gender issues, some guidelines have been drawn for strengthening the 

thought and deed of textbook writers in successfully dealing the gender issues.

Guidelines on Gender Issues
The textbook writers of Biological Sciences are requested to consider the 

following guidelines regarding the gender issues as envisaged in NCF 2005
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Avoid Gender Discrimination
Gender discrimination is obviously seen throughout the books. For example, 

along with portraits, life sketches and contributions of men scientists, the available 

contributions of women scientists are to be mentioned

Avoid usage of masculine form of the word and use neutral terms if it 
applies to both the genders.
Instead of, In a man aged about 25 years...........

In a person aged about 25 years will be good. The often used word 'He' can 

be replaced by 'person' or 'human being’.

Gender equality has to be observed.
While drawing the pictures wherever possible and necessary, show both the 

genders and give equal treatment.

Provide Gender Justice
Though men and women take equal responsibility in constructive and 

destructive activities, they were tagged to men but not to women.
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GENERAL GUIDELINES

• Brief the textbook writers on NCF 2005 and Gender Issues to 

be taken up in the textbooks.

• Let the textbook be gender fair, treating genders equally and 

not discriminating.

• Stereo type information, pictures to be avoided.

• Try to achieve gender justice and treat both the genders on 

par with each other.

• Let there be equity in sharing of pictures/ diagrams and 

content.

• Try to coin gender free terms for Rashtrapathi, Upadhyaya, 

etc.

• Use gender free terms like Observer, Person or human being 

instead of man1 wherever possible.

• Female individuals to be included as authors/ editors/ artists, 

etc.
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Conclusion

The programme on Analysis of Textbooks of Government of 

Andhra Pradesh in terms of Gender Issues as reflected in NCF 2005 has 

revealed some important issues which needs the attention of the 

Government to bring about gender justice. The guidelines suggested by 

the resource persons in different school subjects of classes VIII, IX and X 

would surely give direction to the textbook writers in producing 

textbooks with equal treatment to both the genders and avoiding stereo 

typing - content, pictures, activities, exercises, etc
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